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Police unhappy
with gun resale
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
new state law requires guns
seized by police to be sold,
with the proceeds to help buy
bulletproof vests and other
body armor for police
departments.
But the law worries some of
Kentucky's police officers, who
say they should reduce the
number of firearms in their
communities, not increase it.
"Fm not comfortable with us
in the role of gun salesmen,"
Louisville Police Chief Doug
Hamilton said. "I just don't
think that's what we're meant to
be doing."
The gun sale provision was
part of the anti-crime bill
passed by the General Assembly this year.
Under the new law, which
takes effect July 15, police also
must sell their outdated service
weapons as they periodically
upgrade. In 1997 alone, nearly
2,900 guns fell into the custody
of the Kentucky State Police
and the police department in
Louisville and Lexington — the
state's largest cities — and
most were going to be
destroyed.
The provision's author, state
Rep. Bob Damron, DNicholasville, said public gun
auctions will be a steady revenue source for small-town
police departments that can't
afford to purchase body armor.
"I had one police chief tell
me,'We're just cutting up weapons that are better than the
ones our officers carry," said
Damron, best known for his
successful efforts two years
ago to legalize concealedweapon possession in
Kentucky.
"It breaks your heart to see
that kind of waste," he said.
"We're just throwing thousands
and thousands of dollars
away."
Across the state, both police
leadership and rank-and-file officers agree they want more
money to buy body armor.
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The stage of Racer Arena was
decorated for one last time, but the
mood was euphoric as family and
friends of the class of 1998 gathered
inside Carlisle Cutchin Fieldhouse
for Murray State University's 75th
commencement Saturday.
Participating in what became the
end of an era for that facility, 960
students who were graduating at the
end of the spring semester walked to
the stage to receive their diplomas.
Others who were eligible to walk in
the line included graduates from
August and December of 1997 and
candidates who would be completing requirements at the end of the
1998 summer term.
Next year, commencement will
move to the new Regional Special
Events Center.
On. behalf of fellow graduates,
Outstanding Senior Woman Amy
Louise Ponder of Perryville, Mo.,
addressed the commencement
crowd in the first of the valedictions
with thanks to Murray State for
providing an environment where
students are encouraged to get involved in activities and form friendships of a lifetime.
"Murray State is unique in that
friendships begin with the faculty
and staff," Ponder said. "The same
friendships developed with the faculty and staff have been mirrored
between the students at Murray
State. In college, your friends be-

BERNARD KANE/Ledger S Tales

pnoto
More than 900 Murray State University students received their degrees Saturday during the last graduation ceremony in Racer
Arena.
come your family. You learn to
compensate for one another's
was written on the back of my Through friendships with Murray
share your deepest thoughts and
weaknesses.
Summer Orientation T-shirt. It said: State students, faculty, staff and
feelings and discuss life decisions
"Looking back on the last four They say your true birthplace is not alumni, we have grown and disco,.
that don't confront you in high
years," Ponder said, "I see ttrd, the place you arc born. It's the place
school. You pool your strengths to
everything I was to learn in college
you discover who you really are.' •See Page 2

Chapman returns to roots for concert
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Just like his hometown, for
Steven Curtis Chapman, some
songs will never be the same.
The popular Christian contemporary artist watched his hometown of Paducah shaken by a
tragic shooting in December at
his alma mater, Heath High
School.
He will return to Heath High
School Friday at 7:30 p.m. to perform "A Concert of Hope." The
concert is part of festivities surrounding the opening of the

Child
dies in
accident
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
County authorities say no
charges will be filed stemming
from an accident that killed a
9-year-old who rode out into
traffic on a four-wheeler near his
home.
The accident happened about
4:30 p.m. Friday when Korey D.
Chadwick of Airport Road rode
out of a wooded area in front of a
Calloway County Board of Education truck drillen by Steven M.
Enoch, according to a Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
report.
Enoch, 37, of Hazel, who is a
maintenance department worker
with the school board, was unable
to stop in time to keep from hitting Chadwick, who was thrown
about 120 feet, the report said.
Chadwick probably died upon
impact, said Calloway County
Coroner Dwane Jones, who pronounced the boy dead at 5:05
Enoch, who was uninjured in
the accident, skidded across Airport Road after hitting his brakes
and ran into some brick columns
in the yard of Chadwick's home,
• See Page 2

Heath Memorial Garden on
Thursday.
"The best gift I could give was
this concert of hope and celebration of these girls' lives," Chapman said via telephone last week.
"It's just a celebration of hope
that I know illuminated the lives
of those three girls. The grief is
still going on."

Chapman, who had spent the
weekend before visiting family in
Kentucky, had returned to his
Nashville home.
"I got a phone call Monday
morning from my dad and he proceeded to tell me what had happened," Chapman said. "I immediately began praying."

community and the young people
and the Christian message
they've shared," Chapman said.
"I wish there were a stronger
word to use, but I'm very thankful for it. The whole world was
focused on Paducah, and really,
still is, in light of recent
tragedies.

A teen-age gunman claimed
the life of three Heath High
School girls — Kaycee Stcgar,
Nicole Hadley and Jessica James
— who were taking part in a
prayer circle.

Prayer — and Paducah's message of forgiveness during the
week of mourning and grief that
culminated in the funerals of the
three girls — helped the community rebound from the tragedy.
"I've been very proud of the

"The way the community has
responded, with a sense of forgiveness, has said: 'We're going
to honor the lives of those girls in
the way they would have
responded.—
But the events of the week still • See
Page 2

are heavy in many hearts.
man had sang at different memorial services during the week, hit
he said his perspective chatigtti
the morning of the funeral
"Walking through the doors
and seeing those three caskets I had been there all ‘keek as a
friend, a brother and a brother in
Christ," Chapman said. "But after
seeing those three caskets, I v,.;
there as a dad and imagining with
the parents what they were going
through."
Chapman dedicated his perfor-

Postal Service
seeks increase
By RANDOLPH E. SCHMID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite three years of billion-dollar
profits, the post office is asking
the Postal Rate Commission to
approve a one-cent increase in
the price of a first-class stamp.
The decision by the independent commission, expected today,
would come 10 months after the
U.S. Postal Service petitioned for
the 33-cent rates and proposed it
take effect later this summer.

The current 32-cent price to
mail a first-class letter took effect
Jan. 1, 1995, following a year in
which the mail agency lost nearly
$I billion.
In the three fiscal, years since
then, the Postal Service has reported profits of $1.8 billion,
$1.6 billion and $1.3 billion,
which have helped reduce — but
not eliminate — debts accumulated over decades of red ink.
"We want to avoid the misSee Page 2

Candidates debate
negative campaigns
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky.
(AP) — Democratic candidates
for U.S. Senate traded barbs over
campaign tactics but tended to
agree on several issues during
weekend campaign appearances.
A debate Saturday at NOrthern
Kentucky University was recorded for about 20 cable television systems around the state.
In the put two weeks, U.S.
Rep. Scotty Baesler, Lt. Gov
Steve Henry and Louisville businessman Charlie 0,1011 have be-

gun airing television spots that
criticize each other. That
prompted a question from a debate panelist about negative
campaigning.
Henry, an orthopedic surgeon,
accused Owen of,having been unfair by including a line in an ad
saying that Henry was guilty of
"malpractice" on the issue of
health care. Owen has accused
Henry of shirking responsibility
as the Kentucky General As-
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FROM PAGE 1
ere.d who we are."
Ponder ended her speech by
offering a challenge for the future.
"There is a need in this world for
our leadership," she noted. "We
have learned this year that the world
can be a scary place as tragedy
struck so close to home in the school
shootings in Paducah and Jonesboro, Ark. While there are some
things in life we can not change nor
understand, we still have a commitment to care.
"As we look around and see all

s
kn ts..spc)rtshirts
and shorts
hundreds

the different colored tassels we wear
signifying our completion of a variety of academic majors, we should
recognize the enormous amount of
talent and expertise in the room. It is
up to us to use this knowledge for
the betterment of society as a
whole."
Jeffrey F. Vaughan, Outstanding
Senior Man from Union, S.C., told
his fellow students, "We can leave
Murray State with the confidence of
knowing we have received a quahty
education and the people that gave It
to us really cared.
"As we leave here and look to the
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Vaughan closed with a challenge
for students to look inside themselves for the meaning of success. "I
don't think success is having the
most of anything or being the best at
everything," he said. "You are the
only person who can determine
what success is. As you leave
Murray State remember what Pat
Riley, the Knicks basketball coach
said, 'the only place that success
comes before work is in the
dictionary.'"

FROM PAGE 1
which ended last September, the
takes made in the 1980s when we agency's revenue totaled $58.3
waited too long before raising billion.
rates," a top postal manager said
The Postal Rate Commission
last week. "Then our million- held months of hearings and coldollar profits turned to billion- lected testimony on the proposals
dollar losses."
before reaching its decision.
"In the past three years, we Some urged a delay in or rejechave made great strides ... but we tion of the rate increase because
still have a long way to go. At of the strong financial perforour current margins of 2 to 3 per- mance of the post office, which
cent of sales, we need at least has also recorded profits so far
another four years of profitability this year.
to make the American people
The commission suggested a
whole on their original invest- delay in acting on the request, but
ment," said the manager, who the Postal Service's board of govspoke on condition of anonymity. ernors rejected that, forcing the
The taxpayer subsidies that commission to stick to a strict
kept the post office afloat for timetable for reaching a decision.
many years were ended two deNonprofit organizations comcades ago. The agency currently plained to the commission that
generates all its own income.
their rates, which are lower than
Postal officials say the request other businesses, would increase
for higher prices is based on too much under the proposed
looking toward the future, not the rates. Newspapers, meanwhile,
past three years.
contended that the proposed inWith labor negotiations coming crease for advertising mail —
up this fall, transportation costs their major competitor for ad dolrising and the need for invest- lars — was too small.
Under the law, rates for each
ment in new buildings and equipment they foresee going back into class of mail must cover the cost
the red unless they can charge of handling that type of mail plus
a portion of the overall costs of
more.
Some 80 percent of the Postal running the Postal Service. Each
Service's costs are labor and the rate case produces complex deagency has spent much time and bates over how those costs are
money in developing automation allocated.
In general, rates are lower for
to replace human workers on
many routine mail-handling tasks. such things as advertising mail
But while such equipment will because the companies that send
save money in the long run, it is it do part of the Postal Service's
costly to develop and purchase. work — printing addresses that
The boost to 33 cents in the can be read by machines, delivercost of sending a greeting card or ing the mail in bulk to local post
paying a bill is the most obvious offices and sometimes even sortportion of the rate increase. But ing it right down to the order in
complex changes also affect other which a letter carrier will deliver
rates for mailing packages, maga- it.
zines and newspapers, advertising
mail and for such services as post
office boxes, certified and registered mail and insurance.
•
The total request for higher
rates is expected to increase
Postal Service revenue by $2.4 FROM PAGE 1
billion, of which about $1 billion the report said.
• • • •
would result from the extra penny
on first-class mail. In fiscal 1997,
About two hours earlier, the
sheriff's department worked a similar accident that left an 8-yearold Ryan Avenue boy slightly
injured.
John Hafner was released from
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after being treated for a
head injury he received when he
rode his bicycle onto College
..,
Farm Road and was hit by a
ail iAIRILY
truck, the report said.
The driver of the truck, Chris
C. Kilby, 21, of Campbellsville,
reportedly saw the child riding
1001 Whltriell Dr.
across a yard toward the road and
Murray, KY 42071-1040
slowed his truck, thinking Hafner
DEPARTMENT HEADS:
would stop.
Hafner didn't stop and didn't
Publisher
Walter L Apparson
check the traffic before riding in
General Mgr.
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front of Kilby, who was unable to
Managing Editor Amy Wilson
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avoid hitting the boy, the report
said.
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FROM PAGE 1
sembly grappled with health insurance issues.
"Some of the ads have gone
overboard, Charlie, and I think
the word malpractice is offensive," said Henry, who many observers think could benefit from a
battle between Owen and Baesler.
Baesler, who has accused
Owen of distorting his record,
said he thought negative ads
would ultimately backfire. He
also predicted they would
continue.
"Sometimes the messenger
gets hurt worse when people are
obviously distorting the facts,"
he said.
But Owen contended that all of
his ads were based on facts, and
said he was only comparing
records.
"If you don't want to answer
the public record, or you don't
want to answer the promises that
you didn't keep, what you do is
you say the other person is attacking you," he said.
Owen has aimed two TV attacks at Baesler and one against
Henry. He indicated misgivings
about his strategy, but defended
it.
"I think this is not the way to
do this, but we must be able to
discuss the public record," Owen
said. "People are entitled to
know what the issues are."
Owen's ads have criticized
Baesler's vote against last year's
balanced-budget bill and charged
that Baesler used public money to
do favors for political donors
while mayor of Lexington.
Baesler says a state audit
cleared him of wrongdoing.
Baesler told Owen: "When
you distort the facts, you get
away from what campaigns are
all about. But I'm a big boy and I
expect everything that's happened, and I expect even more."
Owen has used his personal
fortune to finance a campaign
that will far outspend his opponents, and he says he is independent of lobbying interests and
their political-action committees.
Baesler, shaking his fist at
Owen, said Owen is hypocritical
and dishonest because Owen's
campaign contributions are listed
as loans, indicating that he hopes
to raise money to repay himself if
elected.
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ceeded because almost 9,000 students now auend the university or
because of the number of professors
who are here and the degrees they
have earned. Would he look to the
achievements of the athletic teams?
I can look around Racer Arena and
see banners which recognize the
Reflecting on the 750 anniver- success of teams throughout the
sary of Murray State University, years or I can go down to Stewart
Vaughan said, "I wonder if Rainey Stadium and look at the photos of
T. Wells, the founder of this institu- the All Americans that hang on the
tion, were .here today if he would. walls. Dr. Wells would most likely
say that he succeeded in producing
be pleased to know that he has a
an outstandint institution of higher building named in his honor. Howlearning. Would he think he suc- ever, I think that Dr. Wells would
future our common thought is
whether or not we will be successful," Vaughan said. "Many of us
have different definitions of success. Success to me is doing what
makes you happy with concern for
others."
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III Chapman...
FROM PAGE 1
mance of his song "Not Home
Yet" to the victims of the Heath
shooting during the Dove Awards
last month — where he won five
awards including a record-setting
ninth Songwriter of the Year
award and his fifth Male Vocalist
of the Year Award.
Chapman, who has sold more
than four million records and
won three Grammy Awards, said
he hopes to have a lot of fun
Friday.
"It's a difficult thing, but it is a
time for celebration," Chapman
said. "We want to honor those

three girls and the hope they
lived their lives by."
Tickets are available locally at
the New Life Christian Center, or
by telephone at (888)-737-HOPE.
Proceeds from "A Concert of
Hope" will help defray medical
expenses for the victim's families, support a scholarship fund
and pay for the upkeep of the memorial garden.
Gates w.II open at 5:30 p.m.
No coolers will be allowed, but
concessions will be available.
The concert will take place rain
or shine and concert-goers are
urged to bring blankets for seating on the football field.
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In other reports, Betty A.
Cleaver of North 16th Street remained in stable condition at the
local hospital Monday morning
with five broken ribs and a broken collar bone she received
when she rolled a motorcycle Saturday night.
Cleaver, 42, was test riding the
motorcycle on Northwinds
Trailer Park Drive and tried to
turn it around near the intersection with 16th Street, according
to a Murray Police Department
report.
The motorcycle ran off the
road and dropped about 25 feet
down an embankment into a
creek, the report said.
Cleaver was charged with having no motorcycle operator's
license, no insurance, no
headgear and expired registration.
Murray-Calloway County
Emergency Medical Services,
Murray Fire Department and Calloway County Fire Rescue assisted at all three accidents.
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AROUND THE WORLD
Official wants public input
JERUSALEM (AP) — Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
hinted today that he would take his fight with the Clinton administration over a West Bank troop withdrawal directly to the American public.
President Clinton insists that Israel withdraw from 13 percent of
the West Bank, but the Israeli prime minister has resisted pressure
from Washington. Citing security concerns, Netanyahu has said he
can transfer no more than 9 percent to Palestinian control for now.
U.S. mediator Dennis Ross was to brief Clinton and Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright today on his weekend trip to Israel in
which he failed to win Israeli acceptance of the American withdrawal plan.

Critics demand Suharto end rule
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) — Prominent critics of President Suharto demanded an end to his 32-year rule today, and one even
urged the military — the president's power base — to abandon him.
Amien Rais, leader of Indonesia's second-largest Muslim organization, vowed to unite opposition leaders to face down the "most
corrupt regime in the universe."
"I urge the government of President Suharto to step down as the
people demand," Reis told thousands of cheering followers.
Separately, a group of retired generals and Cabinet ministers
issued a statement urging the pro-Suharto assembly that named him
to a seventh five-year term in March to revoke the appointment.

Filipinos voting for president
MANILA, Philippines (AP) — Filipinos voted for a new president
today in a contest dominated by a former movie star loved by the
masses but opposed by the country's traditional elite.
Turnout was heavy, and there were far fewer reports of violence
than in recent Philippine elections.
Even so, at least seven people were killed and a bomb exploded
before voting began at one northern polling station, police said. In
addition, a reorganization of voting precincts caused widespread
confusion.
Vice President Joseph Estrada, 61, a former movie heartthrob, has
a wide lead in opinion surveys, followed by administration candidate
House Speaker Jose de Venecia.
With ballots counted by hand and 17,510 positions at stake nationwide, final results are not expected for about two weeks.

Adams ends Sinn Fein's boycott
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) — Sinn Fein leader Gerry Adams says
he's taking his IRA-allied party into "uncharted territory" after its
landmark vote in support of the Northern Ireland peace accord.
Backed by 331 of the party's 350 delegates, Adams ended Sinn
Fein's traditional boycott of the Northern Ireland government — a
policy as old as the party's opposition to British rule of the 77-yearold province.
"This was huge — a watershed," Adams said after Sunday's vote
at the Royal Dublin Society hall, where Sinn Fein debated the April
10 accord.
The shift flies in the face of the Irish Republican Army's determination to see the British-ruled north unite with the rest of Ireland.
Sinn Fein now is free to help govern Northern Ireland, not see it
abolished, along with other parties in a new 108-seat Belfast Assembly to be elected June 25.

AROUND THE NATION
Gephardt wants Burton out
WASHINGTON (AP) — House Democratic leader Dick Gephardt
says his party will demand a vote on ousting Rep. Dan Burton as
lead campaign finance investigator if the Republican leadership does
not remove him first.
Burton, R-Ind., who has been assailed by Democrats for his sharp
attacks on President Clinton and his release of taped telephone calls
by Clinton friend Webster Hubbell, said he has GOP leaders' full
support. He blamed Democrats for trying "to keep the truth from the
American people."

AROUND THE STATE
Toddler drowns at grandparent's home
FANCY FARM, Ky.(AP) — A Graves County toddler drowned
during the weekend when he fell into a swimming pool at his grandparents' home.
Graves County Deputy Sheriff Mark Elkins said the 18-month-old
boy and his 3-year-old brother were at their grandparents' home about three miles south of Fancy Farm. The children reportedly slipped
out of the house without the grandparents' knowledge and wandered
toward a swimming pool in the back yard, Elkins said. The
18-month-old apparently fell into the swimming pool at 5:18 p.m.
CDT Saturday.
Elkins was on patrol in the Fancy Farm area and responded to the
scene in minutes. The boy already had been removed from the pool
by his grandfather, and Elkins immediately began CPR and mouthto-mouth resuscitation.
When Sheriff Bob Morgan and Capt. John Boswell arrived at the
scene, an ambulance was en route from Mayfield, approximately 17
miles away, and was still several minutes from the home. The officers placed the boy in one of the patrol cars and Morgan drove to
Fancy Farm to meet the ambulance while Elkins continued rescue
efforts. The toddler, Stephen Shane Sanderson, son of Mitchell
Shane Sanderson and Jeri Sanderson of Graves County, was transferred to the ambulance and transported to Columbia PineLake Regional Hospital.
Graves County Coroner Phillip McClain pronounced the child
dead at the hospital at 6 p.m.
The 3-year-old did not fall into the pool and was not injured, Elkins said. Authorities declined to name the grandparents.

Officer to keep job
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — A suspended police officer will keep his
job as part of a settlement with the city.
A public hearing on the administrative charges against the officer,
Rene Long, had been scheduled for today, but the settlement made it
unnecessary.
Long will be given a six-month suspension without pay as part of
the settlement. Police Chief Kermit Perdew said in a February letter
to the city commission that he wanted Long fired. The officer was
charged with inefficiency, misconduct, insubordination or violation
of the law.

Lawsuits filed against firms
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A bankruptcy trustee filed more lawsuits alleging that three check-cashing firms charged illegal interest
rates that forced customers into bankruptcy.
The lawsuits allege the three firms, two of which are in Lexington
and the other in Covington, set interest rates of 400 percent or more.
Three similar lawsuits were filed last month, and more are
planned in U.S. District Court in the next few weeks, said Lexington
attorney John 0. Morgan Jr., who represents bankruptcy trustee Sidney N. White.
Morgan is seeking class-action status on the lawsuits.
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Local man helps build garden
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — It is tirely with donated materials and
from the nation and the orld —
Though laughter rings out in
the busiest time of the year for labor.
up to 400 letters a da - has githe halls and a hand-lettered sign
bricklayer Timmy Thornton of
ven him new insight into human
Students have made a remarkjust off the lobby declares that
Murray.
able rebound, said the school's
nature.
"traffic accidents kill more peoThe shootings at Heath High principal, Bill Bond.
Bond himself drew praise for
ple than crime," an undercurrent
School in December, however, so
But the emotional fallout has
his determination and candor in
of fear remains, Bond said.
moved him that he took three been grueling on the staff, some
the days after the shooting. He
weeks off to help build a memor- of whom held dying and injured
said he has drawn strength from
About a week after the March
ial garden.
students in their arms.
the students who have struggled
24 shooting at a middle school in
"I saw the funeral on televi"You see things here and it
back from their injuries.
Jonesboro, Ark., where students
sion and I sat there and-cried in looks perfectly _normal," Bond
"I follow the example set by
were lured outside by a false fire
front of the TV," Thornton said. said. "But it doesn't feel perthe students," he said. "1 alarm and gunned down, a fire
"I didn't know any of them." fectly normal. School doesn't feel
couldn't do less. They are not alarm at Heath was accidentall
y
Thornton helped lay 7,000 normal to me anymore." The
feeling sorry for thenvelves. activated. More than 100 terrified
bricks and 850 concrete blocks. shooting, which the school calls
They laugh and tease and go on students would not leave the
People from all parts of the com- the "Heath Tragedy," has taken
the best they can."
building.
munity have lent a hand: prison- a toll on Bond, 53, who says he
ers, students, industry.
probably will retire before next
Fellow mason Kenny Wyatt fall.
said the garden "is a reminder of
Dozens of times every day,
what happened. Maybe people Bond walks through the lobby
will see it and it won't happen that on that dreadful December
again."
morning became a killing zone.
Even prisoners in a local half"There is just a pit in your stoway house passed the hat for the mach that doesn't go away," he
memorial, which will be dedi- said. "I should be focusing on
cated Thursday night. The prison- the future, and I'm spending half
ers also volunteered to work at a
my time thinking about the past.
concert Friday by Christian musi- Quite a bit of me died" that day.
cian Steven Curtis Chapman, a
Even now, he said, he still
Heath High alumnus.
spends half of each day on issues
The concert is expected to related to the shooting — receivraise perhaps $50,000 — to help ing contributions, talking to repay for the garden and to help the porters, planning the memorial
survivors. Some of it will go to and answering mail. The response
pay for the counseling that several students still need.
Heath freshman Michael CarIf one keeps his quality high
neal, 14, has been charged with
prices low...
three counts of murder and five
facility clean...and
counts of attempted murder in the
employees friendly & helpful—
December shootings. The stuCustomers Will Coma.
Pick
3:
dents were shot during a morning
(So what's the big mystery?)
1-8-0
prayer circle meeting at the
Pick 4:
school.
4-7-1-3
At the center of the
Lotto:
70-by-120-foot garden is a re6-13-22-23-29-40
flecting pool encircled by a brick
wall symbolizing the student
prayer circle.
There is an entrance to the garGlendale at Whitnell
den for each of the three students
0.‘
Shell
753-4175
who died — Nicole Hadley, 14;
Kayce Steger, 15; and Jessica
James, 17.
A granite monument bearing
GREG
their names will be centered amid
eight fountains, one for each of
#4 On The Ballot
the eight victims.
Students may pause on a bench
along a tree-lined path through
As Your Magistrate I Will:
the $100,000 memorial, built en*Expect Accountability On *Communicate With The Residents
Expenditures
4Fo1low Through On Commm
itents
*Set Goals

st.

It's Elementary, My Dear Watson...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

*HENDRICK

Benton man
faces local
felony counts
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Benton man remained in jail
Monday morning on felony assault and firearms-possession
charges following a weekend
fight on the court square with
another Benton man.
Irvin Chad Rowe, 24, was
under a $5,000 bond in the Calloway County Detention Center on
charges of second-degree assault
and possession of a firearm by a
convicted felon.
Murray police reportedly
charged Rowe with the crimes, as
well as driving while under the
influence, after stopping his car
later on North 12th Street near
Captain D's.
Rowe allegedly elbowed Jason
Henson of Benton in the mouth
during the incident, knocking out
several teeth, then left, according
to the police report.
Henson was treated in the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital emergency room and released.
Police found a Ruger .357 pistol wrapped in a towel under
Rowe's front seat when they
stopped him, said Police Chief
David Smith.
A passenger, who is a juvenile
from Benton, was charged with
alcohol intoxication, the report
said.
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How can Buddy
Buckingham help
Calloway County?
By using his
background and
experience in
industry, business,
economic
development and
government to serve
as your State
Representative!
• Director for Regional Planning and Liaison to Kentucky General Assembly for
Murray State University
• President, Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corp., I983-present
• Owner-operator of Buckingham-Ray Ltd. clothing store, 1968-1990
• Hourly worker at Tappan while in college, member of management 1960-1968
• Appointed by three different Governors to various state positions

$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - S550/mo
NO EQUITY REQUIRED
Homeowners Orvv

Buckingham

\ u %%mi.

1-800-819-7010

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

Or Visit Our Websitel
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EDITORIAL
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May 5
Sueddeutsche Zeitung, Munich, Germany, on choice of European central banker:
The fight over (Wim) Duisenberg was neither unusual, nor did it
set a conclusion. Much has changed in this decade, so much so that
the term 'national interests,' is now even in Germany only shied
away from by Greens foreign policy makers. In Brussels this
weekend it was not only about further uniting of Europe, but also
about national interests.
This is not a contradiction, because the EU, even after the end of
the term of (Claude) Trichet, will itself be a close alliance of national states. Among the Europeans, however, France — perhaps
with the exception of Great Britain — has the most experience and
the most chutzpah in pushing through its interests. That will also
play a role in future summits — and perhaps then a Social Democratic chancellor will have to explain that a compromise was the
only possibility ,.to prevent failure.

,

May 5
The Dominion, Wellington, New Zealand, on France:
The French should realize that as long as their foreign policy
runs without regard to morality they will be listened to in international forums only because they are powerful; not because they are
respected.
'Liberte, egalite, fraternite!' has been their rallying cry for more
than 200 years. Commitment to those ideals stops at France's
borders.
All democracies balance foreign policy interests against moral
concerns. Most have the grace to be shamefaced about blatant
shortcomings. Not the French.
New Zealand had first-hand experience of this when in 1985
French agents were ordered to sink the Rainbow Warrior in an act
of state terrorism inexplicable in a nation with pretensions to civilized behavior. ...

Bus gas tanks unchanged
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The National Transportation
Safety Board once recommended
putting the fuel tank in a different
spot on a school bus.
The traditional location, on the
right side of the bus, just behind
the front door, posed an unnecessary fire hazard, the board said in
a report.
That was in 1972.
Twenty-six years later — and
10 years after 27 people died in a
fire caused by a ruptured fuel
tank in the infamous Carrollton
bus disaster — school bus fuel
tanks are required to have cages
around it. But the location of the
tanks is pretty much where it always has been.
Lawrence Fair, whose daughter
Shannon was killed at Carrollton,
considers it the greatest disappointment of a safe-bus crusade
he has waged with wife Janey
since the crash.
He and others who advocate
relocation of the fuel tank have
had "almost zero success," Fair
said in an interview.
"I think the resistance is primarily coming from manufacturers," he said. If then manufacturers reposition the fuel tank, that's
admitting the current position is
unsafe, Fair contended.
In theory, that would expose

CAPITOL IDEAS

Charles Wolfe
An Associated News Analysis
them to years of liability, based
on about 12 years as the average
life of a bus in a school district,
Fair said.
The bus that crashed and
burned at Carrollton was on a
1977 Ford chassis. A Radcliff
church, First Assembly of God,
had bought the bus as surplus
property from Meade County
schools.
The fuel tank was torn from its
mounts and punctured in the collision with a pickup driven by
Larry Mahoney, who was drunk
and on the wrong side of Interstate 71.
The tank did not have a cage,
which was optional equipment at
the time. Cages now are required
by federal law, but Fair said that
may be overrated. Cages prevent
tanks from being crushed but not
from being punctured, he said.
The state fire marshal's office
reached the same conclusion in

its report on the crash, issued in
July 1988.
"Given the location of the
puncture with respect to where
the cage would have been, it is
doubtful ... that a protective cage
would have prevented the puncture of this particular tank in this
particular incident," the report
said.
But aside from the fuel tank,
the Carrollton disaster resulted in
a number of changes in Kentucky
school buses and the training of
the people who drive them.
The state's design specifications now include flame-retardant
seats, emergency pushout windows, roof hatches and left-side
emergency doors. All arc aimed
at one thing: more time for people to get out, because time often
is the big enemy in a bus
calamity.
"In fire or water, it's simply a
function of how quickly you can

get off the bus," Fair said. "The
idea is to buy time. ... Three minutes would have made how
much difference in Carrollton?"
On Thursday, a 10-year observance of the Carrollton crash is
to be held in Louisville. It was
arranged by Mothers Against
Drunk Driving. The national
president of MADD is Karolyn
Nunnallee, whose 30-year-old
daughter Patty was the youngest
of those killed at Carrollton. Janey Fair is a national vice
president.
Lawrence Fair said a 10-year
observance is one way to keep
bus-safety and drunken-driving
issues before the public.
For example, he said, if school
budgets get tight, parents might
demand that buses continue to
have flame retardant seats and for
spending to be cut somewhere
else.
Not all states require flame retardant seats, so Fair said Kentucky's practice does not imply a
national success.
He tries to be careful in what
he says about buses, Fair adds.
"The safest way for a child to
get to school is on a school bus.
So, we're not saying school buses
are unsafe. We're saying school
buses could be made a little safer
at a small cost."

This policy ... reflects the idea that centralized governments have

Election deadlines ...
Letters to the Editor pertaining to candidates in the May 26.
primary election must be submitted to the Ledger by May 20.
They must be under 250 words and must include the writer's
name, address and telephone number for verification purposes.
General letters may be no longer than 500 words. We reserve
the right to condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent
writers.
Letters should be addrled to: Letter to the Editor, Murray
Ledger & Times, P.O. Bos 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071 or faxed to
(502) 733-1927.
,

David Rudell
May 10, 1998,
J.H. Churchill
arrangements.
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become less effective when viewed against the backdrop of contemporary international society, symbolized by the post-Cold War
era, the liberal economy and small government.

May 6
The Times, London, on Middle East talks:
Despite dire predictions of complete collapse and utter deadlock,
the various Middle East peace process meetings held in London
over the past two days did not end acrimoniously. There was
neither a breakthrough nor a breakdown. In one sense at least there
was a breakout. It seems likely that the Albright-Arafat-Netanyahu
roadshow will move to Washington, possibly next week. It could
not do so if the London deliberations had not produced some sort
of movement. ...
The outlines of an interim accord have emerged in London. The
United States has suggested a 13 percent pullback. Netanyahu has
publicly offered 9 percent but appears privately to have hinted that
he could make a higher bid if his security concerns were satisfied.
Netanyahu could move some distance toward the American blueprint under certain conditions. Tony Blair has done his part. Madeleine Albright now has the task of extracting the assurances required to close the deal.
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May 4
Yomiuri Shimbun, Tokyo, on British Prime Minister Tony
Blair:
Probably because of his youth and vigor, Tony Blair continues to
enjoy a great deal of support from the British people and high
marks for his achievements. He is a politician who is skilled at perceiving key social trends and currents. ...
Decentralization of power, in which Blair allowed Scotland and
Wales to establish their own parliaments, is a historic change in
Britain's governmental system.
The idea of establishing a parliament for Northern Ireland, following his successful mediation to bring about peace for the territory, falls in the same context.

May 6
Tribune de Geneve, Geneva, Switzerland, on killings at
Vatican:
The tragedy which took place Monday at the Vatican, in which a
Swiss guard killed his commander and the commander's wife before killing himself, evokes ominous signs and great pages in the
book of Swiss history.
Ominous, because it is yet another chapter in the interminable
story of the selection of the commander of the Swiss guard.
It is probable this crime will strike a blow at the 16th century
institution by making it appear what it is: archaic.
From another point of view, the Swiss Guard is in the same
mould as all the historic monuments of Rome. ...
It is difficult for us to imagine today that down the centuries, the
Swiss sold their workforce across Europe, in the same way that
summer workers come to work in Switzerland, and that the industry
they preferred to export was their ability to fight.
This violence of a guaranteed origin, put to work in the service
of princes and states, has long been sought after.'
What is troubling is that now it has been turned upon itself,
threatening the magnificent and theatrical survival of the pope's
Swiss guards.
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Mess partly Congress'fault
WASHINGTON (AP) —
There's a congressional confession written into the overhaul of
the Internal Revenue Service. The
tax collectors couldn't have made
this mess without Congress.
That's where a tax code was
written so complicated that the
IRS can't always figure it Out,
certainly not well enough to give
puzzled taxpayers reliable answers. The tax laws invite paperwork burdens and intrusive rules.
That doesn't explain away the
abuse, arrogance and raids on businesses by armed accountants,
described at Senate hearings that
dramatized the drive to overhaul
an agency described as out of
control.
"We have to drive a stake in
the heart of the corrupt culture at
the IRS," said Sen. Charles
Grassley, R-Iowa,
President Clinton urged Congress to "enact real reforms at
the IRS," a cause he embraced
after 1997 hearings that put the
issue on everyone's agenda.
The House passed its reform
bill overwhelmingly last fall. The
Senate broadened the overhaul,
prefacing its action with a second
round of hearings on agency
abuses.
Along with all this, there is an
implicit admission that the problem isn't just the agency: It is the
encyclopedia-length tax code the
IRS has to enforce. And Congress
cr-ated that.
Indeed, still is. There are new

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
IRS duties built into an education
hill Republicans wrote this year.
Even money to pay for IRS reform is to come out of a new
wrinkle in the tax code, encouraging elderly Americans to shift
their retirement accounts to get a
better deal — after they pay taxes
on the transfers.
That is expected to raise $8
billion between 2005 and 2007,
to help offset the cost of new taxpayer rights and restrictions on
penalties the IRS has been
collecting.
But collecting is still the job,
and complexity still compounds
it.
The IRS handled 210 million
tax returns in collecting $1.5 trillion in 1997.
"Many of the problems faced
by the IRS arise from the tax
code itself," said Sen. Daniel
Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y. So
along with the overhaul of the
agency, the bill would require
that Congress' joint tax committee provide an analysis of corn-

plexity and administration questions involved in all future tax legislation. The bill also provides
for IRS input in the shaping of
tax bills, which sounds obvious
but hasn't been happening.
"Complexity contributes to
taxpayer frustration, obviously,
and to tax evasion as well,"
Moynihan said.
Sen. Tim Johnson, D-S.D., said
the IRS is always "an easy
target" because people don't like
the agency that collects taxes.
But he said Congress is responsible for a lot of the trouble.
"To truly resolve this problem,
we will need to get to the ultimate source, which is the complexity and the difficulty of the
tax code itself," he said.
Sen. Bob Kerrey, D-Ncb., who
took the lead in the reform effort
as the co-chairman of a commission on the IRS, said 72 per cent
of Americans blame Congress
more than the agency for their tax
problems.
"And given our enthusiasm for

constantly changing the tax code
and inconsistent oversight, the
American people have figured
this one out right," he said.
Kerrey cited a Republican education bill that had just passed
the Senate. It permits tax-free
withdrawals from tax-exempt
education accounts for room,
board, uniforms, transportation
and other expenses required by a
school.
He said that will require that
"the IRS become even more invasive in their efforts to make
certain that parents can justify
their expenses with detailed
records."
That means things like receipts
for bus fares and clothing, and
kind of annoying paperwork that
makes for headaches at tax time.
"We pass a law, they have to
write the changes in the code,"
Kerrey said. The IRS has to get
the word out to taxpayers and the
judge whether they are
complying.
"Every change we make in the
tax law says to the IRS: We want
you to invade even more and find
out more of what the Amerioan
people arc doing before you allow this tax break to occur,"
Kerrey said.
And not infrequently. The IRS
reform act will be the 64th law
changing the tax code since the
landmark tax reform act of 1986,
with more coming this election
year.
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Former policeman kills
three, self in Tennessee

DEATHS
Korey Dan Chadwick

Mrs. Margarette W. McCuiston

Korey Dan Chadwick, 9, Airport Road, Murray, died Friday, May
8, 1998, at 5:05 p.m.
A student at North Elementary School, he was born June 17, 1988.
Preceding him in death were his grandfather, Rex Chadwick, and two
great-grandfathers, Morgan Cunningham and Harry Key.
Survivors include his mother, Deana Cunningham Chadwick; his
father, Ricky Chadwick; one sister, Keyshia Chadwick; his grandparents, Danny and Judy Cunningham, and Polly Chadwick; two greatgrandmothers, Greynell Cunningham and Jessie Key; two aunts, Denise King and husband, Brad, and Danna Prescott and husband, Mark;
and one uncle, James Chadwick and wife, Becky, all of Murray.
The funeral was Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Glynn Orr officiated. Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Editor's note: This obituary is being reprinted because of errors in
the one published Saturday. The Ledger regrets the errors.

Wayne Darnell
Wayne Darnell, 67, St. Rt. 121S, Murray, died Saturday, May 9,
1998, at 6:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was owner of Wayne Darnell Marine Repair. He was the son of
the late William Darnell and Bessie Darnell. One brother, James Darnell, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Shirley Darnell; two daughters,
Mrs. Jennifer Meals and husband, Terry, South Haven, Miss., and
Mrs. Cindy Vaughan and husband, Barry, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Clara Lee and husband, Jerry, Murray; one brother, Raymond Darnell,
Shiloh; five grandchildren, Lauren Ashley Meals, South Haven, Kristin Nichole Vaughan and Jacob Tyler Vaughan, Murray, and Rachael
Vaughan and Robert Vaughan, Horn Lake, Miss.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Joe Walker will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Gary, Shane, Ken, Mark, and Stacy Darnell, and
Chipper Steely, active; Glen Roberts, Wayne Bates, Wayne Minson,
Tim Cox, Bob Head, Dr. J.R. Quertermous, Franklin Rogers, Glen Rogers, Jimmy Bell, and Jackie Newberry, honorary. Burial will follow
in Holland Cemetery.

Mrs. Margarette Winchester McCuiston, 85, North 19th Street,
Murray, died Sunday, May 10, 1998, at 7:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial
aprangements.

Mrs. Louanna Trimble
Mrs. Louanna Trimble, 75, Hico Road, Murray, died Friday, May 8,
1998, at 6:07 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Verel Trimble, preceded her in death. Born Jan. 14,
1923, she was the daughter of the late Joseph Lewis Jackson and Judith Maude Doughett Jackson.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Judith Daniels, Murray, and
Mrs. Verlyn Gorman, Orlando, Fla.; one son, Robert Lee Trimble and
wife, Shirley, Griffith, Ind.; one sister, Mrs. Eleanor Weiss, Olney,
Ill.; one brother, Gerald Jackson and wife, Phyllis, Coldwater; seven
grandchildren, Lisa Hitchcock and husband, Charles, Cedar, Ind.,
Loudra Harrell and Verl Scott Daniels, Almo, Dean Dunnaway and
Cynthia Broach and husband, Wayne, Orlando, Fla., Richard Trimble
and wife, Pam, Hobart, Ind., and Joseph Trimble and wife, Darlene,
Crownpoint, Ind.; 14 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Russell Dunn will officiate. Burial
will follow in Stewart Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

Galon Euin Btu-keen
Galon Euin Burkeen, 80, Pottertown Road, Murray, died Sunday,
May 10, 1998, at 10:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Medical miracles
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will have a professional office, with a courteous, efficient staff: Members of my family WILL
NOT work in my office or in any position in
county government.
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Vicki L. Oliver
HEARING AID SPECIALIST

* I will schedule fiscal court meetings at a convenient time in order to encourage public participations & I will work with city government
when possible to avoid duplication of services.
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"A vote to mow Calloway forward"
"Son of Bobby and Faye Manning
'Graduate of Calloway Co. High School
*Married to former Laura Fancher
'Attended MSU 2 years
*5 yr. old son, Travis
*Music director of Coldwater Baptist
*Employed w/Peoples First Nat'l Bank Church
*Serving 10 yrs. as Calloway County *Worked in county government for past 10
Deputy Sheriff
years & understands the needs of the
'Officer & director on the Board of people.
Calloway Co. Fire-Rescue
Paid for try Tim MORAII‘ Bob Moosnms, Treuarer

16 Years Experience As Deputy Coroner!
#4 On The Ballot

825.0141.110
111.011-21.10
514.01-11.50
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4$8 On The Ballot

Calloway County Coroner
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William (Willie) Jones, 78, Shoemaker Road, Benton, died Friday,
May 8, 1998, at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
A retired laborer for Primebattery, he was an Army veteran of
World War II serving in Normandy, Northern France, Rhineland, and
Central Europe.
He was the son of the late William Jones and Lula Jane Rudolph
Jones. A half brother, Elvie Sweeney, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Alene Jones; three daughters, Mrs.
Linda Anderson, Murray, Mrs. Debbie Maness, Dexter, and Mrs. Susie Wynn, Huntsville, Ala.; one son, Bill Jones; 10 grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Scott Bivins will officiate. Burial will follow
in Union Ridge Cemetery.

yard with the light on so she had
attempted, I presume, to dial
911."
Cobb's body was found about
five hours later in a field about
600 feet from the mobile home.
"He was a real over-jealous
man," Long said of Cobb, a former Hamblen County Sheriff's
Department captain.
"Mr. Newberry had told the
landlord that if Mr. Cobb ever
caught him (dating Mrs. Newberry), there was going to be
trouble," Long said. "We knew
who we were looking for."
Cobb had been free on bail after being charged with assault
last month in Greene County, according to police records. Long
worked with Cobb at the Sheriff's Department from 1981-83.
Russellville is about 45 miles
northeast of Knoxville.

American Heart
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RUSSELLVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- A former police captain described as "over-jealous" set fire
to his ex-wife's mobile home,
then fatally shot her, her husband
of two days and their friend when
they ran outside.
After the shootings, Everett C.
Cobb, 51, went to a nearby field
and killed himself, Hamblen
County Sheriff Charles E. Long
said.
Authorities said Cobb apparently had been depressed for
weeks about the upcoming marriage of his former wife Joyce,
55, to Michael Newberry, 40.
"From what I understand, the
divorce became final last week
and she turned right around and
married Newberry," Long said.
The Newberrys married on Friday in Middlesboro, Ky.
Cobb, 51, apparently had
staked out their mobile home for
several hours before using a truck
flare to set it on fire Sunday
morning.
Mrs. Newberry, Newberry and
their friend, June Everheart, 51,
were killed with a 12-gauge shotgun as they fled the home in eastern Tennessee.
"Miss Everheart had attempted
to dial the telephone," Long told
The Knoxville News-Sentinel.
"The portable was laying in the

www.amhrt.org

David Rudell Parks, 78, Sycamore Street, Murray, died Sunday,
May 10, 1998, at 11:52 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.

Federal-Stale Market News Wake May 11, 1011
Kestsoky Purchase Area Has Markel Report huludes 2
Boyles Saber Receipts: An. 35 CM 51 Berrews &
Gilts needy Sew. newly
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This system will provide you with
enhanced signal reliability, improved
picture quality and new choices.
FIBER SPLICING
HAS BEGUN!
The south side of
town will experience
temporary outages
from
6:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

• We

will not need to enter your

home.
•Service will not be interrupted on
weekends or holidays.
• ALL SERVICE WILL BE RESTORED EACH DAY BEFORE
4:30 P.M.

753-5005

This area (below the line) includes
Node "C",
"I" 8 1"

Call
if you have any questions or concerns
or visit our website at...
http://campus.murraystate.edu/cablecomm
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Events will be at Oaks
Ladies of the Oaks Country
Club have scheduled events for
Wednesday, May 13.

All lady golfers are urged to
attend.
Bridge play will also start at
9:30 a.m. For reservations or
cancellations call Mary Elinor
Outland at 753-2929.

Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
Pairings will be made at the tee.

•

MMS Concert on Tuesday

Murray Country Club
ladies plan golfplay
The ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, May 13.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 — Mary Bogard, Betty
Jo Purdom, Lisa Carver, Frances
Hulse;
Tee 3 — Inus Orr, Betty Stewart, Venela Ward, Cathryn
Garrott;
Tee 4 — Betty Lowry, Sally
Crass, Sue Outland, Toni
Hopson;
Tee 5 — Betty Scott, Ann
Brown, Edith Garrison, Barbara
Gray;
Tee 6 — Rainey Apperson,
Peggy Shoemaker, Jenny Sue
Smock, Norma Frank;

Tee 8 — Anna Mary Adams,
Billie Cohoon, Rowena Cullom,
Marilyn Adkins;
Tee 9 — Dianne Villanova,
Freda Steely, Carolyn Sanning,
Faira Alexander;
Tee 10 — Nancy Haverstock,
Claudia Berry, Louise Lamb,
Martha Sue Ryan;
Tee 18 — Michelle Orr, Nancy
Hart, Rebecca Landolt, Beth
Belote.
Any one not listed in the lineup who desires to play, or any
one listed who will not be playing should call Mary Bogard or
the pro shop.
The ladies did not play golf on
May 6 because of the rainy
weather.
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YMCA
We build strong kids,
strong families, strong communities,

HRE - HAVE FUN

Murray Middle School will have its spring concert on Tuesday,
May 12, at 7 p.m. in the school gymnasium. Featured will be the
Sixth and Seventh Grade Band, Flute Choir, Woodwind Quintet, and
Jazz Band. The public is invited to attend, according to Beth Stribling, music teacher for the school.
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CCHS meeting is tonight

0,

An informational meeting on "Scheduling" for parents of incoming Calloway County High School Freshmen for 1998-99 will be tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m. in the cafeteria of Calloway County
Middle School. CCHS Guidance Counselors will be in charge of the
event. All parents of current CCMS 8th graders are invited to attend.

Shannon Michelle Vailes
and Jeffrey Shane Powers

Cardiac Support Group to meet

Vailes-Powers wedding
vows to be said June 6
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Vailes of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Shannon Michelle Vailes, to
Jeffrey Shane Powers, son of Randall Powers of Island and Mrs.
Linda Bethel of Greenville.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Burkeen of Murray and of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Vailes Jr. of Grand Rivers.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. William Curnutt
of Corbin and of Ms. Ruble Bearden of Shawneetown, Ill.
Miss Burkeen, a 1996 graduate of Calloway County High School, is
a sophomore at Murray State University majoring in middle school
education. She is currently employed at Wal-Mart, Murray.
Mr. Powers, a 1995 graduate of Muhlenberg South High School, is
a junior at Murray State University majoring in electrical engineering.
He is employed at Wal-Mart, Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 6, 1998, at 6 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
A reception will follow in the church fellowship hall.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
For A Full Time Judge
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8 out of 10 women are wearing the wrong size bra.

Are you?
Meet our fit specialist & find out.

FREE BRA-FITTING CLINIC
Do your bra straps fall from
your shoulders?

THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will meet
Tuesday, May 12, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public
Library." All interested persons are invited. The group will go later
to eat at Sirloin Stockade. This is a mutual self-help group which
has provided a supportive, educational and non-sectarian spiritual
program for the widowed since 1962. For information call Lillian
Steele, 753-2875, Reita Moody, 753-0172, Opal Howard, 753-1998,
or Karen Isaacs, 753-2411.

Geneological Society will meet
Calloway County Geneological Society will meet Tuesday, May
12, at 10:30 a.m. in parking lot of Old-Mart building to visit and
walk through three old cemeteries, Miller, Old Concord, and Asbury.
Each one should be properly attired in jeans and high topped shoes,
and bring a sack lunch and drink. A cooler will be provided. All
interested persons are invited. For more information call Liz Brown
at 753-9700 or Becky Jo Jones at 753-3215.

Applications due May 14
The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools is offering a $300 scholarship to eligible seniors at Calloway County High
School. Applications are available in the CCHS Guidance office.
The deadline for applying is Thursday, May 14.

The Curriculum/Assessment and Textbook Committee of Murray
Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet
Tuesday. May 12, at 5:30 p.m. in Kandi Dawson's room. The nuhlir
is invited.

Paid for by candidate
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THEOS meeting on Tuesday

MES Committee will meet

County Judge Executive
Qualified • Experienced
I'll Be There For You.
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Play K of C Bingo every Tuesday Evening 7pm
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Cards starting
Plays 12
at $10.00
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
Games
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Cardiac Support Group will meet Tuesday, May 12, at 10 a.m. in
the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Ann
Ingle R.N., certified CPR instructor, will be the speaker. For more
information call Shirley Crittenden R.N., 762-1170.

Regional AARP meeting here Tuesday
A regional meeting of four chapters of the American Association
of Retired Persons will be held Tuesday, May 12, at Sirloin Stockade, Murray. The Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter will be hosting the
event with registration at 9 a.m. and the meeting at 10 a.m. Cluster
Belcher, regional director, will be in charge. All interested persons
are invited.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
S. 112th St.ii
753-4461

SUBSCRIBE

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, May 12,
at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. This will be birthday potluck
night. Members are asked to bring a southern dish to share. The SOS
is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for
single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Marlene, 753-2350.

4-H Ride-a-thon changed
The Calloway County 4-H Horse Club, the Dusty Sprus, has rescheduled the St. Jude's Trail Ride-a-thon for Saturday, May 30, at
10 a.m. at Wranglers Camp in Land Between the Lakes. Following
the trail ride, the club will host a cook-out for participants. All interested riders and non-riders are welcome to take part int his worthwhile cause. All money collected will go directly to St. Jude's
Children's Hospital in Memphis, Tenn. Forms for collecting pledges
are available at the Calloway County Extension Office. For more
information call Joe Geurin at 436-2733 or Ginny Harper at
753-1452.

Does the back feel tight?
COperiirig in

Do you get shoulder ridges?

June '98

SUBSCRIBE

Does the back ride up?
*

We are your store for a complete seleLtion of styles and name brands.

Wednesday, May 13
10 a.m.-8 p.m.

vote.

Call 759-1400 Ext #28
To schedule your appointment

-444,
11 00A
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Murray, Kentucky
A Christian Retirement Community
For The Active Senior Adult
"A great place to call home"

JCPenney
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INDEPENDENCE
ACTIVITIES
MEALS
PRIVACY

Elob Carnelbon

Malt

AIWA

753-4703
INSURANCE

Glendale Place

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
(502) 759-1400
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. — Sunday 12:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Stuart Norsartler

• UTILITIES PAID
• TRANSPORTATION
• HOUSEKEEPING
• 24 HOUR STAFF

Call Glendale Place
(502) 759-1555

•
•
•
•
•

• Mobile
Auto
home
Boat
• Health
Farm
• Business
Home
Renters
• Life
• Annuities
• Nursing Home
All-Around Coverage
All-Around Murray &
Calloway County
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Hicks presents lesson
at local club meeting

CALENDAR
Monday, May 11
Calloway County Fire District 2 at
New Concord Station/7 p.m.
Save Our Park meeting/5:30
p.m./Calloway Public Library. Note
change in time.
National Federation of tie Blind, Murray Chapter/6 p.m./Vileaks Center.
North Elementary School SKIM
Council/3:30 p.m.
Calloway County High School SBDM
Council/3:15 p.m/library.
Calloway County Republican Party/7
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./home of Joyce
Hughes.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m_ for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center closed today for Senior
Games at Stewart Stadium, MSU,
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
West View Nursing Home Cake
Walk/3 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
AA closed special interest study
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Building.
First Presbyterian Church Dorothy
McKenzie Circle at Sirloin Stockaceil
p.m.; Dorothy Moore Circle w/Barbara
Simons/7:15 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Reach-Out Callers 11/2 p.m.; Boy Scout
Troop 45 at 7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Lifestyles Crafts
Group/4:30 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery of FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Tuesday, May 12
Kentucky Lake Chapter 920 Experimental Aircraft Association/7
p.m./Kyle-Oakley Airport.
Info/489-2414.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Hall.
Health Enhancement Weight Group/
1:30 p.m./Log Cabin Restaurant.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Purchase Area Positive Christian
Singles/7
p.m.
Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621.

Tuesday, May 12
Bingo/7 p m./Knights of Columbus
building
Coffee Break/9:30 a m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky 834
meeting/6:30 p.m./Clinic Building Info/
Marcia, 753-0854.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/6 p m./Hardin
Library.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30 a.m.
Weeks Centeriopen 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Alzheimer's Disease Education
meeting/4:30 p.m./board room of
MCCH. Info/762-1103 or 753-5561.
Health Express of MCCH/Dees Bank
of Hazel/8:30-11:30 a.m.; Wisehart's
Grocery at Midway/1-3 p.m.
West View Nursing Home Coffee
hour/10 a.m.; Bingo/10:30 a.m.;
Washer Toss/2 p.m.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Grace Baptist Church WMU/7
p.m./home of Carolyn Carroll.
Memorial Baptist Church Nuts and
Bolts prayer group/7 p.m./Simmons'
home.
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/10 a.m.
First Christian Church CWF 1/10
a.m./home of Phyllis Huggins.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/social hall, Waters, Doran and
Hayes Circle/social hall, Tucker-Frost
Circle at home of Sarah Hinman/all at
9:30 a.m.; Evangelism Work Area and
Back to the Bible Study/6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m.; Aerobics/5:30 p.m.; Bea
Walker Group w/Lynda Cooper/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Book
Discussion/noon.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

Carolyn Paschall, left, treasurer of Kirksey Woodmen of
the World
Lodge 1170, presents a check for $100 to Jason Pittman,
president of
the senior class of Calloway County High School, for
Project Graduation at CCHS.

The United States Achievement Academy has named Austin
Kyle Webb of Murray as a national award winner in
mathematics.
Webb, a student at Calloway

is goof for active, weight watching people. It can also be combined with ground beef, egg, vegetable oil, and cheeses. Several
recipes were given.
Quava Honchul gave the devotion reading from Genesis 4:1,
who said the first homemalter
was Eve. She also read a poem,
"The Daffodil" by William
Wadsworth Longfellow and a
prayer.
Eight members answered the
roll call by naming a country she
would like to visit most and why.
Anna Lou Jones conducted a
quiz on "Spring Blooming
Flowers."
The club will meet Wednesday,
May 13, at 10 a.m. at Dutch
Essenhaus.

County High School, was nominated for this award by Le Ann

Webb is the son of Pat and
Candy Webb of Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Ernestine Hargis and the late Buell
Hargis of Almo, and of Doyle
and Betty Webb of Hickory.

Carraway, teacher at CCHS. His
biography will appear in the
academy yearbook.
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A proven weight control program with a 10 year record of success.

Murray, Ky.

4
Austin Webb

*
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CHARLIE,
ADAMS

767-0780

SPECIAL GIFT
CERTIFICATE

s0Name:

A special giftfor you in appreciation for choosing Hi-Energy Weight
Control. We would like to show our appreciation by giving you a
$25.00 gift certificate toward your Weight Control Program.Thanks
for putting your trust in us.
Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Note: May not be used with any other discounts.
#1 On The Ballot

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

Magistrate
District #3

753-5227

Qual#Ied To Work For You
In Planning For A Better
County In The Future!

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Poem published
for Hargrove in
national edition

Agnes Watson, president, presided at the April meeting of the
Harris Grove Homemakers Club
held at Dutch Essenhaus.
The lesson on "Pasta" was presented by Marie Hicks. She said
the Chinese invented the pasta
noodle, but Thomas Jefferson introduced it to the people .of the
United States in 1848, when an
Italian immigrant opened the first
pasta factory in New York,
Mrs. Hicks said pasta is made
with flour and water. Other ingredients are sometimes added.
Beets and tomatoes provide a
reddish hue, carrots an orange
Lint, and spinach a shade of
green.
The lesson leader said pasta,is
about five per cent protein whih

Calloway County High School student named

Paris Road
Club meets
Lyda Sue Collins opened her
home for the April meeting of the
Paris Road Homemakers Club.
A lesson on "Pasta" was presented by Mrs. Collins.
At noon a pasta salad was
served.
The club will meet Tuesday,
May 12, at a place to be
announced.
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Expiration Date: May 31, 1998
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For a real value.
Norwalk Furniture offers
quality, handcrafted furniture
to match your lifestyle.

Paid for by the candidate

Strong Leadership
Into The 21st Century

Nina Hargrove, Outland School
Road, Murray, has just had original poetry published in "A
Painted Garden," a treasury of today's poetry compiled by The
National Library of Poetry.
The poem is entitled
"Memories."
Hargrove has been writing for
a number of years and her favorite subjects and ideas come from
her own personal experiences.

212:
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Vote

Vincent Costello
County Judge Executive
Paid Par By Candidata
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total
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15%
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storewide

sHoe sensation
CHESTNUT HILLS PLAZA • 753-6242
Certain Restrictions May Apply

Frustrated by trying to
find the colors and patterns you want? Norwalk
Furniture offers just what
you're looking for with
your choice of over 700
fabrics and leathers.
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And you can choose
from over 500 styles of
sofas, chairs, sectionals
and recliners.
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So come in and relax!
Norwalk Furniture has
what you want, when you
want it, with delivery in
just 30 days.
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New Styles! New Fabrics!
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rNORWALle
HOME FASHION GALLERY

FURNITURE,INC.
103 6. 3rd • Murray • 753-3621

Sale May 4 thru May 18
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NBA superstars
step up in playoff
victories Sunday

Eskew, Woolard
round out MSU
men's basketball
staff for 1998-99

•Pacers, Bulls,.Lakers,
Jazz all take 3-1 leads
in conference semifinals

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Tevester Anderson's coaching staff isn't lacking for
experience.
In addition to Bill Hodges, who has coached college
basketball for over 20 years, Anderson, in his first
season as the Murray State men's basketball coach,
will be assisted this season by Bob Eskew, a 24-year
coaching veteran.
"I am very pleased with our staff," said Anderson,
who succeeded Mark Gottfried March 27. "It's a very
experienced and talented staff, and I think it's second
to none. I've known both of these guys for a long time
and I know the kind of coaches and the kind of people
they are, and they will fit in well here."
Chris Woolard will remain on the staff as a restricted earnings coach.
Eskew comes to Murray State after spending eight
seasons as an assistant at Ohio Valley Conference rival Tennessee Tech.
But Eskew also has head coaching experience at Savannah State College (Savannah, Ga.), Paine College
(Augusta, Ga.) and Philander Smith College (Little
Rock, Ark.). His combined eight-year record was
104-80.
"I'm fortunate that Tee (Anderson) thought enough
of my credentials to have me on his first staff," Eskew
said. "Murray State's tradition is something that I've
always been impressed with and their fan support always awed me from the visitors' bench."
Eskew is a native of Gary, Ind., and a 1969 graduate of Tennessee State. He played football and basketball at both Wyoming and TSU, and later played de-

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer

File photo
Reggie Miller hit a key 3-pointer late in regulation play Sunday as the Indiana Pacers
beat New York in overtime 118-107.

See Page 9'

the Bulls went on to breeze past
the Hornets 94-80.
Malone played like an MVP,
hitting 17 shots from the field
and scoring 34 points without going to the foul line at the Alamodome as Utah beat San Antonio
82-73.
The two Western Conference
series resume Tuesday night in
Salt lake City and Seattle, and the
next two Eastern Conference
games will be Wednesday night
in Indianapolis and Chicago.
Games 6s, if necessary, will be
Thursday (West) and Friday
(East).
Pacers 118, Knicks 107, OT
The Knicks seemed to have
this one won late in the fourth
quarter, but Indiana had a chance
to tie with 19 seconds left trailing
by three.
Miller couldn't get open at the
3-point line, so Rik Smits drove
to the basket and missed. The rebound was batted out to Chris
Mullin near the 3-point line, he
flipped it to Mark Jackson, who
passed it to Miller. There wasn't
a defender within 10 feet of him.
Swish.
"It ranks right up there, and
every time I've had a big moment
at the Garden, we've won," said

Four of the NBA's best, Reggie Miller, Shaquille O'Neal,
Scottie Pippen and Karl Malone,
couldn't have been any better.
On a Sunday when all four
second-round series ended up the
same way — 3-1 leads for the
victors — the Pacers, Lakers,
Bulls and Jazz couldn't have gotten by without their superstars.
They did it in order, one after
the other, as the four games were
played in succession from early
afternoon to late night.
Miller had another Knickkilling moment at Madison
Square Garden, hitting a tying
3-pointer with 5.1 seconds left to
force overtime as Indiana went
on to beat New York 118-107.
O'Neal scored 39 points at the
Forum, his latest in a string of
high-scoring games for Los
Angeles, as the Lakers beat Seattle 112-100.
Pippen made several huge
plays in a third quarter onslaught
at Charlotte Coliseum when Michael Jordan was struggling and • See Page 9

Woods ends drought at BellSouth Classic
By TOM SALADINO
AP Sports Writer
DULUTH, Ga. (AP) — It was
a struggle, but Tiger Woods finally won again.
He ended a 10-month PGA
Tour winless streak Sunday, finishing one stroke ahead of Jay
Don Blake in the $1.8 million
BellSouth Classic.
The 22-year-old, who won six

of the first 21 PGA events he entered, hadn't won on tour since
taking the Motorola Western
Open last. July, a span of 16
tournaments.
Woods, who had a three-stroke
lead entering the final round, shot
an even-par 72 for a 17-under
271 total over the 7,259-yard
TPC at Sugarloaf course.
He said he enjoyed holding off

Blake and winning the way he
did.
"1 think if you shoot a 62 to
win it's not as satisfying as
grinding it out and winning while
not having your best stuff," said
Woods, who won $342,000 to increase his earnings for the year to
$1,003,586 in nine tournaments.
Woods, who won a tournament
in Thailand in January, last

played at the Masters in April,
finishing eighth. He also had two
seconds and a third earlier this
year.
"I came here this week playing pretty good, put it all together
somehow and won," he said.
Woods, who shot a courserecord 63 on Saturday, made
three bogeys and three birdies
Sunday. All three bogeys came

on the front nine.

his balls into the water on both.

"1 didn't play all that great,
but I got a couple of lucky
breaks, which is what it takes,"
Woods said. "I didn't have my
timing on my swing and didn't
give myself a chance for many
birdies."
The lucky breaks came on Nos.
9 and 11. He thought he had hit

"When I got past 11 and nobody was going (shooting) low, I
felt I had a chance," Woods said.
"The rest of the holes were down
wind and I knew I would get a
birdie somewhere."
Blake, a winner once in 12
years on tour, shot a steady 70 to
finish at 272.

MHS track competes;
Tigers sweep Falcons
Staff Report
Ledger & Times

Murray

Murray's boys finished with 17 points
while the Lady Tigers managed one against
strong competition at the Invitational of the
South track and field meet at Murray
State's Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday.
The meet drew some 34 girls' squads
and 31 boys' teams from Kentucky, Tennessee and Illinois.
Salem, III., won the boys' competition
with 99 points, followed by Union County
at 95.5. Murray's 17 points was good for
13th place.
Murray's Kenny Hammonds was second
in the 110-meter high hurdles and fifth in
the 3(X)-meter intermediate hurdles. Murray's Josh Hogscd was fifth in the
400-meter dash.
Paducah Tilghman won the girls' events
with 86 points, followed by Henderson
County with 80.
Murray and Calloway County host Marshall and Graves County Tuesday at 4 and
the "Fill the Lanes" meet Thursday at 4:30.
Both meets will be at Stewart Stadium.

Murray Baseball
The Murray High Tigers continued their
recent winning ways Saturday with a doubleheader sweep of Hickman County at Ty
Holland Field.
Tiger hurler John David Thieke highlighted the first game ,with a seven strikeouts in 472 innings pitched in a 3-2
victory.
Micah Cathcy led Murray at the plate
with a 2-for-2 performance, which included
a double and an RBI.
MHS completed the sweep by grounding
the Falcons 7-1 in the second contest.
Shane Andrus delivered the big blow for
ple Tigers with three-run triple in a sevenrun second innning that proved to be more
than enough for starter Justin Garland.
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Murray's Chelsea Thompson (left) takes
the baton from Erika Trenholm for the final
leg of the 800-meter relay during Saturday's Invitational of the South meet at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
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Yankees, Red Sox continue American League hot streaks
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
At this rate, the New York
Yankees will win 123 games and
the Boston Ind Sox will win 111:
Then again, those projections
might be a little low.
The two teams with the best
records in the AL both won again
Sunday, relying on pitching for
road victories. Ramiro Mendoza
led the Yankees past Minnesota
7-0, while Tim Wakefield led the

Red Sox over Kansas City 3-1
"He was into it mentally, especially the last three innings,"
Yankees manager Joe Torre said
afttr.NThndoza
the team's No.
5 starter — pitched a five-hitter
for his first career shutout. "Ile
was like a locomotive."
The Yankees won for the 23rd
time in 26 games and finished a
7-1 road trip. They have not lost
two in a row since the first week
of the season aod lead the majors

with a 24-7 record.
The Red Sox have won 20 of
26 and improved to 24-11.
The clubs get their first look at
each Other soon enough. They'll
play seven times in 10 days,
starting May 22 at Fcnway Park
and then meet at Yankee Stadium
the following weekend.
In other games Sunday, Texas
defeated Cleveland 5-3, Seattle
stopped Toronto 3-1, Tampa Bay
beat Baltimore 4-3, Chicago de-

lewd Oakland 4-3 and Anaheim
defeated Detroit 4-2.
Mendoza (2-1), whose spot in
the rotation seemed in jeopardy
recently with the success Orlando
"El Duque" Hernandez was having in the minors, walked none
and struck out two.
"It feels great," Mendoza said
through an interpreter. "Hopefully, I'm going to keep doing
it."
Mendoza's fielders helped him

the Royals hitless for 6 2-3 inwith four double plays and New
nings and Boston's Jason Varitek
York backed him with 16 hits, inhit his first major league homer.
cluding solo homers by Tino
Wakefield (4-1) gave up just a
Martinez and Scott Brosius.
Eric Milton (2-4), the key ac- two-out single to Shane Mack in
quisition in the offseason trade the seventh, and a two-out, bunt
single by Johnny Damon with
that sent Chuck Knoblauch from
the Twins to the Yankees, gave two outs in the ninth.
"I felt good warming up," the
up four runs and nine hits in five
knucklcballcr said. "I just
innings.
Knoblauch went 2-for-4, drove' wanted to take it with me into the
in a run and scored -one.
In Kansas City. Wakefield held • See Page 9
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•Yankees, Red Sox...
no outs. He struck out Shawn
Green, and Timlin got Jose
game. I was able to go out there Canseco to ground into a double
play.
and throw strikes."
Alex Rodriguez, moved into
The Red Sox won their third
straight despite the absence of the leadoff spot in a revamped lishortstop Nomar Garciaparra. neup, hit a two-run homer off
The 1997 AL rookie of the year Juan Guzman (1-5). Guzman lost
was sent back to Boston for to the Mariners for the first time
further examination after hurting in eight lifetime decisions despite
tying a career high with 11
his right shoulder Friday.
strikeouts.
Rangers 5, Indians 3 White Sox 4, Athletics 3
Texas' John Burkett retired the
Blake Stein, acquired last July
first 20 batters, losing his bid for
a perfect game with two outs in as part of the trade that sent Mark
McGwire to St. Louis, made a
the seventh inning when Manny
Ramirez grounded a double down neat major league debut for Oakland by pitching seven strong inthe third-base line.
Burkett (3-4) began the night nings against visiting Chicago.
But A's shortstop Kurt Abbott
in Texas with an 8.03 ERA, but
came close to pitching only the made three errors in the seventh,
13th perfect game in modern his- leading to three unearned runs.
tory. The last perfect game was Abbott also flied out with the
thrown by a Ranger, Kenny Ro- bases loaded to end the bottom of
the seventh and struck out with a
gers, in 1994.
Burkett, an accomplished bow- runner on second to end the.
ler who has rolled five perfect game.
Stein (0-1) struck out the side
games of 300, left after Cleveland loaded the bases with no in the first inning and finished
outs in the ninth. John Wetteland with eight, an Oakland record for
a pitcher making his debut. He
hung on for his ninth save.
Juan Gonzalez doubled home a gave up three hits and walked
two.
run, giving him a major leagueDevil Rays 4, Orioles 3
leading 46 RBIs. He also made a
Tampa Bay got rare home run
diving catch in right field on
power from Quinton McCracken,
Kenny Lofton's leadoff liner in
Wade Boggs and Kevin Stocker
the seventh to preserve Burkett's
perfection.
to beat Baltimore and end an
Texas beat the Indians for the eight-game home losing streak.
third straight day.
McCracken's first homer of the
season broke an eighth-inning tie.
Mariners 3, Blue Jays 1
Ken Griffey Jr. hit his major Boggs hit his first home run since
league-leading 15th home run opening day and Stocker, the Deand Jeff Fasscro, with clutch revil Rays' ninth-place hitter, hit
lief from Mike Timlin, pitched
his fourth.
host Seattle past Toronto.
Cal Ripken became the last
Fassero (4-1) took a 2-0 lead
regular AL third baseman to
into the eighth inning, but the
make an error, and the mistake
Blue Jays loaded the bases with set up Boggs' homer.
FROM PAGE 8

Hershiser gets first win for Giants
By The Associated Press
Until he finally got a win for
San Francisco, Orel Hershiser felt
like he was trying to join a
fraternity.
"I'm done pledging," he said
after Sunday's 3-0 victory at Chicago. "It was time to let me become a Giant."
Hershiser (1-3), signed as a
free agent during thg offseason,
won for the first time in eight
starts this year, allowing two hits
and striking out six in eight
innings.
"That guy is a competitor,"
Chicago shortstop Jeff Blauser
said. "He's not the same Orel
Hershiser in terms of velocity.

He's always had good movement
on all his pitches. He keeps hitters off-balance and has lots of
confidence."
Hershiser, who played for
Cleveland the past three years,
got his first NL victory since
Aug. 7, 1994, when he pitched
for Los Angeles.
"It's nice to get the win but
it's also nice when you do your
job," he said. "I thought I had
been throwing the ball well all
year."
In other games Sunday, Atlanta
beat San Diego 8-5, Los Angeles
beat Florida 4-2, Colorado beat
Montreal 5-3, Philadelphia beat
Arizona 7-4; Cincinnati beat

•NBA superstars...

Eskew, Woolard...
FROM PAGE 8
fensive back for the NFL's Atlanta Falcons and Los Angeles
Rams.
Eskew's basketball coaching
career began at Evanston (III.)
Township High School. He then
served as a graduate assistant at
Tennessee State before coaching
at Paine.
"Bob brings vast on-floor experience and he's a tremendous
recruiter at the Division I level,"
Anderson said. "He will be a tremendous plus for the Racers and
the community."
Despite his NFL career, Eskew
said he gave little thought to the
idea of coaching football.
"I decided that being from Indiana I had a passion for basketball rather than football," he said.
"It's a lot easier to control five
people than relying on 11 to all
execute on one accord to make a
play successful."
Eskew said the Murray State
position was the perfect situation
for him.
"When Tee talked to me about
joining his staff, one thing that
impressed me was that he wanted
to recruit Southeastern
Conference-type players and that
he wanted to win a national
championship here," Eskew said.
"And that's not an unattainable
goal with the kind of support we
have here.
"Everybody I work with here
has made me feel quite welcome," he added. "And everybody I've met in town has been
really warm and friendly, and
that makes for an easier
adjustment."
Woolard, a graduate of UCLA,
began his coaching career as a
student assistant with the Bruins
in 1996 before coming to MSU a
year ago.
"I'm so happy to be staying

here," he said. "I'll have a lot of
responsibilities this year with
academics, scheduling, team
travel, scouting and breaking
down tapes, as well as doing a lot
on the floor. I'll really get
involved."
Woolard said the Racer players
were instrumental in his decision
to stay at MSU.
"I've been very close with the
team and they all stepped up and
asked me to stay; that made me
feel good," he said. "They've all
worked so hard, and I want to be
a part of that."
Anderson said Woolard will be
beneficial to the program.
"Keeping Chris is a real plus
for us," he said. "He keeps the
continuity in our academic program, he knows what needs to be
done and he knows the kids. Plus,
he's good at yhat he does and
has a bright future."

FROM PAGE 8
Miller, who scored 38 points —
one shy of his career playoffhigh.
"They were pretty zapped after I hit that 3," Miller said. "I
looked in (Allan) Houston and
Patrick (Ewing)'s eyes, and they
didn't have the same fire as they
had when they built that lead."
Smits scored 14 of his 23
points in the fourth quarter, almost single-handedly bringing
the Pacers back from their late
deficit, and Jackson scored five
straight points in overtime as Indiana quickly took control.
Miller finished the job with
1:28 left in overtime by making a
3-pointer from the same spot as
his earlier one, shooting a stare at
Knick fan Spike Lee after the ball
swished through.
Jackson had 16 points and 15
assists, Mullin scored 18 points
and the Pacers shot 10-for-23
from 3-point range.
Lakers 112, SuperSonics 100
O'Neal got his 39 by shooting
15-of-20 from the field and
9-of-12 from the foul line. He
also had eight rebounds, seven
assists and five blocked shots.
O'Neal's threeipoint play with
2:14 remaining made it 106-95,
and his two foul shots with 58
seconds left put the Lakcrs up by
10.
"If they didn't have (O'Neal)
in the middle, it would probably
be a different story right now,"
Seattle's Gary Payton said.
"We're not matching up well
with him right now, so that's
something we've got to think
about."
Eddie Jones of the Lakcrs had
a career playoff-high for the third
straight game, scoring 32 points.
"When you double-team Shay,
somebody's going to have a
shot," Seattle's Hersey Hawkins
said. "(Jones) was knocking the
3s down, penetrating the weak
side and getting to the hole. They
seem to be looking for him on the

weak side, and he's making us
pay every time."
Seattle, which had two straight
must-wins against Minnesota in
the first round, will need to win
three straight — two at
KeyArena.
"We've just got to come back
in Game 5 and hopefully change
the tide," said Payton, who led
the Sonics with 31 points, eight
rebounds and 13 assists, but was
held to 11 points in the second
half.
Bulls 94, Hornets 80
Pippen hit consecutive baskets
to help push Chicago's lead to
double figures just past the midway stage of the third quarter,
then capped a 22-9 run by feeding Luc Longley for an alley-oop
dunk that made it 72-55 with
1:32 left in the period.
"It looked like it got the best
of us," Hornets coach Dave
Cowens said. "We just didn't
have what it took to withstand
that onslaught."
Chicago led by as many as 23
in the fourth.
Charlotte's Glen Rice, guarded
much of the game by Pippcn,
missed his first five shots and
wound up with 13 points on
6-for-17 shooting.
Jordan missed 15 of his first 25
shots before heating up in the
fourth quarter, after the outcome
had been decided. He wound up
with 31 points on 14-for-31
shooting.
Jazz 82, Spurs 73
Malone, frankly, looked like
Jordan.
Malone put on a shooting display unlike anything he had done
in a long while, with many of his
17 field goals tough jumpers
while being guarded by 7-foot
David Robinson.
"Boy, it's hard to defend jump
shots like he shot. He's pulling
up, 19 or 20 feet," Robinson
said. "A lot of times I'm right on
him, and he gets a half a step and
leans back and shoots that
thing."

FOR PEACE OF MIND
DURING YOUR TRYING
TIMES

SCHEDULE
TODAY

ELECT
GLENN ALLEN JONES - Coroner
#3 ON BALLOT

BASEBALL
• Calloway vs. CFS
CCHS field — 430
II Murray at Marshall
Draffenville — 4:30
SOFTBALL
• Calloway at Fulton Co.
Hickman — 4:30
• Murray vs. Marshall
Murray City Park — 4:30

Paid for by the Cawatittaa te Elect Glees Alive leer, Dale Caoipball Treesoser

Specializing in Dean
and General Tires

BASEBALL
II Calloway at Lone Oak
Lone Oak — 6:30
SOFTBALL

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

II Calloway vs. Carlisle
Murray City Park — 4:30
TRACK

762-0000
401 N. 4th St.

• Stewart Stadium — 4

The Braves, who overcame a
3-0 deficit at Turner Field,
matched the club mark set in
1953. The NL record is 24 by the
1953 Brooklyn Dodgers, and the
major league mark is 25 by the
1941 New York Yankees and the
1994 Detroit Tigers.
Lopez put Atlanta ahead 6-5 in
the sixth when he hornered off
Donne Wall (0-1).
Mike Cather (2-1) was the winner and Kerry Ligtenbcrg worked
the ninth for his fifth save.

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for a// your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627

iiiii 111•111

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

N1V4•Mr

SIM* Facia Insurance, Campania*
Marne °Maw panominglon, Hanoi,

MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
All Tense COT
Es* Division
W
I Pct. GB
Nevi York
24
7
774 —
Boston
24 11
685 2
Baltiniore
18 17
514
Toronto
16 20
444 10%
Tamps Bay
14 20
412 114
Central Division
W
L Pct. G9
Cleveland
20 15 .571 —
Chicago
14 20
412 64
Mnnesota
14 21
400 6
Kansas City
14 22
389 FA
Detroit
10 22 .313 fri
West Division
W
L Pct. GE
Times
22 13 .629 —
Anaheim
19 16
543 3
Soares
18 18 .500 4.4
Oakkand
15 20 .429 7
Sunday*. Gamine
Tampa Bay 4. &AMOCO 3
Boston 3. Kansas City 1
N.Y. Yankees 7. liannesota 0
Chicago White Sox 4. Oakland 3
Seattle 3. Toronto 1
Texas S. Cleveland 3
Anaheim 4. Detroit 2
kkindaySi Games
Cleveland at Tampa Bay, 605 pm
Kansas City at NY Yankees. 635 pm
Baltimore at Minnesota. 7 05 p m
Boston at Texas, 7:35 p.m
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Gimes
Baskin (Ross 1-3) al Texas (Sete 5-2), 1:35 P.m
Soares (Moyer 2-4) at Detroit (Thompson 2-4),
605 p.m
Oakland (Candotti 3-4) at Toronto (Hanson 0-1).
605 p.m
Cleveland (Colon 3-1) at Tampa Bay (Johnson
1-1), 605 p.m.
Kansas coy (Rapp 2-3) at N Y. Yankees (Cone
4-1). 6:35 pm.
Baltimore (Karnenacki 2-1) at Minnisoota (Hawkins 1-3), 705 p.m.
Anaheim (Cavern 1-0) at Chicago While Sox
(Eyre 1-4), 705 p.m.
Wednesday's Games
Seattle at Detroit 6.05 p.m.
Oakland at Toronto, 6.05 p.m.
Kansas City at Tampa Bay, 605 pm
Cleveland at Baltimore, 606 pm.
Texas at N.Y. Yankees, 635 p.m.
Boston at lAnnesota. 705 p.m.
Anaheim at Chicago White Sox, 706 pm

National Lupe
East Division
W
L Pct
Atlanta
26
11
703
Nevi Yak
18 14
563
Philadelphia
17
17
500
Montreal
13 22
371
Florida
13 24
351
Centrel Division
W
L Pet.
Houston
22 13
629
Milwaukee
19 15
559
Chicago
19 17
528
Cincinnati
18 18
500
St. Lass
17
17
500
Plthburgh
16 20
444
WPM Division
W
L Pct.
San Oleg°
23 13
639
San Franasco
20 17
541
Los Angeles
18 18
500
Colorado
17 20
459
Arizona
8 29
222
Sunday's Gain..
St Louis at NY Mots. 2. ppd ran
Los Angeles 4. Flonda 2
Atlanta 8. San Diego 5
Colorado 5. Montreal 3
Philadelphia 7. Anions 4
Candnnat 4. Pinsburgh 3, 12 nrings
Houston 7. Milwaukee 1

GB
54
74
12
13
GB
—
2'4
3'4
44
4'4
Eh
GEI
—
3.4
5
64
15

San Francisco 3, Chicago Cubs 0
Monday's Game*
Colorado at Pittsburgh, 6.05 p m
Atlanta at Cinannan. 605 pm
Idiaaukee at St. Louis, 6 10 p m
Florida at Houston, 7.05 pm
Chicago Cubs at Anzona. 905 pm
Philadelphia at Los Angeles. 905 p m
N V Meta at San Diego. 905 p m
Montreal at San Franosco, 905 p m
Tuesday's Games
Colorado (Wright 2-3) at Pittsburgh (Loaza 1 -1
12 35 pm.
Atlanta (Sniciltz 3-0) at Cinannati (Weathers 211
60
Florid
5
(Hammond 0-0) at Houston (Bergman
2-2
1Ivi7auk
D5eireAlagrwa 1-3) at St Louis (Osborne
1-2), 710 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Mulholland 1-1) at Anzona
(Bemis 2-3). 9:05 p.m.
Philadelphia (Schling 4-3) at Los Angeles MarInez 4-2). 9.05 p.m.
NY. Meta (Jones 1-3) at San Diego (Hamilton
3-2), 9.05 p.m
Montreal (Perez 1-3) at San Franosco (Gardner
2-1). 905 pm.
Wednesday** Game*
Montreal at San Frartasoo. 235 pm
Florida at Cincinnati. 605 p.m
Pittsburgh at Houston, 705 pm
Atlanta at St. Louis, 7.10 pm
Chicago Cute at Colorado. 8 05 p m
lAteaukee at Arizona, 905 pun
Philadelphia at Las Angeles, 935 pm
NY Meta at San Diego. 935 pm

Nobody Can Protect Your

Home
Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, lot rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.

mr

Call us today!

rsto
Cult Have
____ and— ck
Suiter
mewet. Insurance Agency 753-3415
Stator Auto
Insurance

211 S. 12th
Street
Murray, Ky.

New Owner Appreciation
Oil
Change

Owner - Ronnie Melvin

10 WEEK AMATEUR CONTEST
$300 In Cash Prizes & $1,000 In Grand Prizes
Wednesday NtgMs 10 p.m.

A Private Gentlemen's Club

Locally Owned
& Operated
507 S. 12th
ostelqcomm•'Five Points

1529
759-2265 759
'
We Honor
Competitors Coupons

B.Y.O.B.
7,000 sq. ft.40 ft. Stage20 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
World Class Sound and Light System
itGO

OPUN: Mon.-Sat. 1 1

'Up to 5 qts. of oil & new oil (liter
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We

18 and up
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all hornered as the Braves tied a
franchise record by connecting in
their 22nd straight game.

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

TUESDAY

Pt/ate:Num etag

Professional Lubrication for
,nur car, :.tick. motor home

Pittsburgh 4-3 in 12 innings and
Houston beat Milwaukee 7-1. St.
Louis' doubleheader at New
York, scheduled to make up Saturday's washout, was called off
by rain.
At Wrigley Field, Jeff Kent hit
a two-run double in a three-run
ninth as the Giants won for the
sixth time in eight games.
Robb Nen pitched the ninth for
his sixth save, completing a combined three-hitter. Mark Clark
(2-5) lost his fifth straight start,
giving up four hits in 8 1-3 innings and striking out eight.
Braves 8, Padres 5
Javy Lopez, Andres Galarraga,
Andruw Jones and Ryan Klesko

any better than we can!
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.10 Minute Oil Change
Most moor Brands
•Brake Service
'Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush
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May 31

Will Also Check:

Air Filter
All Belts & Hoses
Tire Pressure
All Fluids
Check out our complete GM Service Dept.
with cert(fled mechanics and body shop
includingframe machine& OSHA approved
paint spray booth.
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Rain playing havoc with garden planning
I am beginning to think the
existence of 24 hours without rain is
a myth.
It's not as if I don't enjoy playing
in the mud. I do. After all, lam a
gardener.
However. I prefer my dirt just a
little less gloppy than it has been
lately. Sure, I haven't had to water
anything that's outside, and my
transplants have done beautifully.
How can anything die from lack
of water when it's being planted in
the rain?

1
24 Sour
Service
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Best Towing
Service in
Murray & we
•
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there in a

Hurry!

McCLARD'S
TOWING

GROWING IN THE GARDEN

Cathleen Haley
Guest Coltunntst
about the essences of summer like
the scent of basil in the warm sun,
and the taste of a ripe tomato just
plucked from the vine.

.
I

.
I
•

753-9132

Summer may take longer to get
here than I'd planned. I am torn
between two options. Neither
choice is a great one.

Leave the plants in the pots just a (Sprinkling them with salt and
little longer, knowing that they will
watching them bubble does not
soon get too big for the flat and a bit count as entertainmeni)
rootbound. Or, plant them in soggy
Is it really beginning to rain
soil, hoping it will dry out before
again? Surely, it's just drizzling. I
they die of root-rot.
haven't gotten a single plant in the
I am beginning to envy people ground yet today. A little water
who have no garden space and have
won't melt me.
to plant in pots.
Is that thunder in the distance?
good
for
been
Excess rain has
something in my garden. I seem to Surely it must be my imagination,or
have an exceptional crop of slugs. perhaps the sound of an airplane.
Maybe this is the year I can There couldn't possibly be any more
discover a good use for them. storms on the horizon.

Program protects farms from development
Kentucky farmers who want to
preserve a farm for agriculture can
do so by selling the farm's development rights. Once development
rights are sold, the farm is permanently unavailable to developers.
Farmers need to apply to the State
Department of Agriculture by June
1.
"The General Assembly created
the Purchase of Agricultural Conservation Easements Program in

1994 as a way for farmers to
preserve farmland permanently.
Under the program, farmers may
apply to sell their farm's development rights to the state. Once an
agreement is reached, the land will
be off limits for developers but may
be used for agricultural purposes,"
said Craig Infanger, agricultural
economist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
The PACE program is operated

.
I
.
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207 B. 7th St. • Murray
•

Despite all my resolutions and
good intentions, my tomato and
pepper plants remain in their flats,
still waiting to be planted in the
garden.
This year, I also have several
different kinds of basil to set out —
spicy cinnamon, fresh lemon, delicate 'Lettuce Leaf,' richly flavored
'Genova, a spectacular purple basil
called 'Red Rubin' and rounded
globes of 'Greek-mini.'
It's all still in the greenhouse. I
spend much of the winter dreaming

4N:t BOBBY C
STUBBLEFIELD
MAGISTRATE
District #3
'For a Representative of the People"

SUBSCRIBE

Paid far by the Candidata

LET IT HAIL!

by a board of directors, with members representing various state
agencies and other agricultural organizations. The board decides
from the applications received
which farms' development rights
will be purchased, he said.
"Currently,the board is considering the purchasesaf the development
rights for an initial group of six
farms," Infanger said.

flail strikes fear int4r the heart ot every farmer
But not %oil. You have hail insurance from trip(,rowers - coverage that pays
you for Si JOT (TOIP.CVO)ii'MU* WilWAI OUT
really amazing is that yini can buy so much peace of mind for Sio little.
imiact your I nip Grower., hoorance rcpmscolative h
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Tips listed for using Acrobat MZ
Upon EPA approval of Acrobat
fira for combating Me,talaxyl resistant blue mold, Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray Smith urged
farmers not to use Acrobat NIL in
float bed systems. The warning was
issued in order to keep Acrobat MZ
out of float water and to avoid
creating a strain of blue mold that
was resistant to Acrobat MZ.
Additional label review now indicates that Acrobat KZcan be used
in all transplant production systems
that are commonly used by Ken-

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
Arkansas farmers are planting
more than enough rice to keep
the state's title as the nation's

tucky farmers. This includes traditional outdoor plant beds, greenhouses and float beds.
"Farmers should still refrain from
spraying Acrobat MZ over open
bays of water and pouring it directly
into water in float bed systems,"
Smith said.
If Acrobat MZ does get into the
float bed water, a strong possibility
exists that the chemical can substantially slow the growth of plant
seedlings and possibly enhance development of a new type of blue

No. 1 rice producer.
Farmers intend to plant 1.38
million acres of rice this year, about 10,000 more acres than last
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mers may want to take advantage of
the possibility of selling developmental rights while maintaining
ownership and control of the farm
for normal agricultural operations,"
Infanger said.
Farmers interested in finding out
more about the program can contact
the Office for Environmental Outreach in the Kentucky Department
of Agriculture in Frankfort, at(502)
564-4696.

mold that is resistant to Acrobat
MZ.
"Properly applied Acrobat MZ
can be very valuable in the control
of blue mold. However, we can't
urge farmers enough to keep Acrobat Iva out of float bed water," said
Smith.
If farmers detect blue mold in any
transplant production sytem, they
should contact their county extension agent immediately. Blue mold
is now present in the following four
Kentucky counties: Daviess, Logan, Simpson and Todd.

Arkansas planting plenty of rice

YOU'RE COVERED

ost

1, CROP GROWERS
INSURANCE, INC.

Financial support for these
purchases is coming from $400,000
from the U.S. Department of Agriculture and $400,000 in state money
for the current fiscal year. The
General Assembly appropriated
more money for next fiscal year,
Infanger said.
"Selling development rights to a
farm in the form of a permanent
easement will not be attractive to
every farmer. However, many far-
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year. The state produced 43 percent of the nation's rice in 1997.
The Arkansas Agricultural Statistics Service says farmers intend to plant 1.158 millicn acres
of long grain rice, 220,000 acres
of medium grain rice and 2,000
acres of short grain rice.
What has changed is the mix of
varieties farmers intend to plant,
said John Robinson, director of
the University of Arkansas Rice
Research and Extension Center
near Stuttgart.

PET
TALK
by
Dr. Bob Salley

A SENIORS PROGRAM

That Puts Some
Pep In Your Step

ENJOY THE PRIME OF YOUR LIFE!
Now that you're at the age when you have time to
enjoy life, what could be more important than
maintaining a healthy, active lifestyle.
41111111111111,
Primel.ife, the exciting health and wellness
program from Murray-Calloway County Hospital, is for
people age 55 and older who want to enjoy the benefits
that come with seniority.
.Whether you're 55 or 95, it's easy to make
PrimelLife a part of your active routine. Exercise
classes. Walking club. Nutrition and fitness
110.
seminars. Whatever your exercise interests or
abilities. Primel,ife will help keep you moving.
Primelife also provides valuable
health discounts, Screenings,the latest in health education, travel opportunities and more'
Call 762-1590 or 1-800-822-1840,ext. 590 to find
out how you can really enjoy the prime of your life!
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A cat infected with feline
leukemia virus or feline immunodeficiency virus needs special
care. The pet's immune system is
weakened, making any other illness especially dangerous.

Eating for two? Yes, a pregnant
dog does need extra nourishment
— an extra 20 percent or so at first,
then twice her usual intake in the
last weeks before whelping. In
fact, your dog may need three
times her normal diet while she's
nursing.

If your pet bites off more than he
can chew, then shakes his head,
paws at his mouth OT makes choking sounds, try to open the mouth
and remove the object, if you can.
If he can't breathe, apply the
Heimlich maneuver to force the
food out. Then see the vet.
I.
When an older dog can't control
urination, one possible cause may
be kidney problems associated
with age. In spayed female dogs,
there may be a hormone imbalance. Do consult with the vet —
but don't withhold water; the kidneys need it.
Brought b you as a public service
by the veterinarians who care br
your animals at:

Westside
Veterinary
Service
MURRAY-CAllOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

1271 Robertson Rd. South

S03 Poplar Street • Murray, K.42071

7534749
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Providers celebrating nurses
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Healthcare providers are celebrating National Nurses Week during May 6-12. This time provides an
opportunity to thank nurses in your
community for their dedication and
the care they provide.
Professional nurses lead in the
area of quality care, provide innovative healthcare management ideas,
and develop new paths to enhance
patient recovery.
However, they do those things
with a special human touch. They
"give from the heart to save a heart,"
which emphasizes this year's National Nurses Week theme,"Healthcare with a Human Touch."
More than 400 nursing employ-

ees at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and West View Nursing
Home cover shifts 24 hours a day,
seven days a week to serve patients.
In a highly technieal profession,
the nurses put their human touch
into all they do as they enhance
patient recovery, provide patient
education and help save lives. That
special touch is the essence of high
quality care.
Within MCCH and West View,
nurses specialize in caring for a
variety of medical and patient needs
such as pediatrics, obstetrics,
emergency medicine, outpatient
surgery, home health, critical care,

cardiac care, long term care, hospice, nursing staff education and
nursing administration.
One area that continues to grow
in opportunities for nurses is geriatric or long term care nursing.
That's because the elderly population in our country continues to
increase as we all live longer lives.
Nurses working in this area not
only work in the hospital setting, but
also in nursing homes, Alzheimer's
Digease units, retirement facilities,
respite care programs, home health
businesses and private-duty nursing.
The value of those and all other

nurses is recognized by MCCH.
MCCH provides educational assistance to aspiring nurses through
tuition reimbursement and a scholarship program.
Various scheduling options and
career opportunities allow nurses at
MCCH and West View to explore
areas that interest them most. Plus,
regularly scheduled in-service
programs help maintain a high level
of care.
If you or someone you know may
be interested in learning more about
nursing careers, contact MCCH
Nurse Recruiter Lyn Ryan at 7621319 between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. on
weekdays.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital recently honored more than 100 volunteers, with more than 13,000 hours of service. Pictured with Volunteer
Services Director Ethelyn Loberger(center)are long-time volunteers Kathryn
Glover (left) and Marcia Dillon (right). Glover has been a volunteer at MCCH
for 30 years. Dillon has the most cumulative volunteer hours (7,400) since
1981. Not pictured Is Gladys Koca who accumulated 800 hours.

Repairs begin on famous tavern
BARDSTOWN, Ky. (AP) —
As repairs begin on a landmark
tavern destroyed by fire, the
blaze and restoration efforts have
uncovered forgotten features of
the 200-year-old building.
A basement staircase that once
exited onto the street can be seen
through the buckled flooring at
the Old Talbott Tavern. Decorative border painting on the
second-floor walls of was revealed when water damage peeled
away layers of wallpaper.
"I felt like a kid on a treasure
hunt," said David Bryant, the
Bowling Green architect overseeing the restoration project.
Workers last week began hammering fresh pine rafters atop the
soot-blackened stones of the
tavern and restaurant purportedly
visited by an exiled French king,
two future presidents and an infamous gunslinger.
Faulty electric wiring beneath
a lobby staircase sparked the
March 7 blaze that destroyed the
tavern's attic and heavily damaged the second floor.
"Unfortunately, we've got a
new piece of history now," said
Betty Kelley, who owns the
tavern with her husband, John.
After weeks of clearing debris
and shoring up masonry work,
crews began putting on the roof
last week to protect the building
from damaging rains.
Restoration work will take
months, perhaps a year.
"The immediate challenge is
to keep the historic integrity,"
Bryant said. "The next question

is to what degree do you put it
back as it was."
The tavern building that visitors know is really a cluster of
five additions to the original
stone structure, built sometime
between 1779 and 1790. Most of
the brick additions were built in
the early 1800s, but one cattle as
late as 1965.
The tavern building might have
been intended originally as an
academy, said David H. Hall,
Nelson County preservation director and a local historian.
But records indicate the building has been a place for visitors
to drink, dine and sleep since
1800.
The tavern was a stagecoach
stop for more than a century,
drawing untold numbers of famous and infamous visitors. Few
records remain to support local
folklore.
A 13-year-old Abraham Lincoln and his family may have
stayed at the inn during a trial to
settle a land dispute, Hall said.

Other likely visitors include
statesman Henry Clay, future
president Andrew Jackson and
outlaw Jesse James, Hall said.
Exiled King Louis Phillipc and
his entourage stopcd briefly in
Bardstown in the early 1800s, but
likely stayed at another inn long
ago destroyed, Hall said.
However, the Kelleys and
others credit the king and his
court for six wall murals on the
second floor.
The murals were damaged by
the fire and a large portion of one
lies in jagged, unrecognizable
pieces in a storage room.
The Kelleys have hired a conservator to see if the murals can
be saved.
The fire also destroyed or damaged many antiques, including
a chest built in 1787 and a hoop
rug from the 1600s, said John
Kelley.
The Kelleys plan r& restore and
reopen the tavern, but the final
decisions won't be made until
cost estimates are in and insur-

ance claims are approved.
"We never considered bringing in a bulldozer and tearing
down the walls," John Kelley
said. "Our goal has always been
to preserve as much as we can of
the building."
As tourist season begins in earnest, Bardstown officials are hoping the tavern fire won't keep
visitors away.
"Talbott Tavern is as big a
draw to Bardstown as My Old
Kentucky Home," said Dineene
Bradley, executive director of the
Nelson County tourism office.
"It was really a large loss to
Bardstown," she said. "It was
like a death in our family."
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- Floyd Dawson pledges a vision for the
future:
s.

Due At Lease Signing

THE PUBLIC at all times when visiting the Jail will be treated
with dignity and respect.
NO NEPOTISM. Members of my family will not be employed at
the Detention Center.

I

1998
Toyota
Corolla

$620.00
0
249.00
$869.00

Down Payment

Security Deposit
1st Mo. Payment
Total

Stock #98088*

36 Mo. Lease/
$1 98.00/Mo.

be my own Administrative Supervisor and thus save the
county taxpayers $30,000 a yr. right off the top of the
budget!
Run a fully professional and safe, secure facility, treating inmates firmly but fairly and providing opportunities for rehabilitation.
Jail staff will be competent and professional, receiving ongoing
training in all aspects of their jobs, including self-defense.
Staff will be treated with respect at all, times.

Due At Lease Signing

$500.00

Directly supervise the administration of jail funds to assure
acountability. State audits will be performed annually, with
results reported to the public.

0 Security Deposit

198.00
$698.00

Seek to maintain a good working relationship with local law
enforcement and court officials!
Maintain a good relationship with all clergy, and work closely
with those specially called to "Jail Ministry."

*

'The People's Choice"
On May 26th.
Paid Om by the aessaiittas la Most Floyd Devase Jailer Mslaaki DOWNS treasurer

1st Mo. Payment
Total

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."

DAWSON/JAILER
*
*

Down Payment

*
*
*

**************************************

CHEVROLET

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
(Z)Oldsmobile.

'All prices and payments do not include tax, titte'll license. Due to advertising des/limps some vahicles may alread he sold
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Plentiful job market awaits graduates
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
plentiful job market awaits this
spring's crop of college and uni,ersity graduates, students and
.ollege career counselors say.
"Jobs are just falling into your
Lips," said Marc Bullard, a
:6-year-old University of Kentucky business major who gra.tuated Saturday and already has
iccepted a position at Procter &
(;amble in Cincinnati.

Susan Rayer, director at Transylvania University's Career Development Center, said her students are getting more job offers,
especially in technical fields requiring computer training.
"This is an excellent job
market," she said. "Students
know how suong the economy is,
but they also know how strong
the competition is.,.
Simply having more jobs avail-

Elect

(PHIL HAZLE)
22 Years Corrections Experience
Democrat for

Calloway County Jailer
Paid be by MN Haab

A Corrections Professional Committed To
Community SAFETY and EFFICIENT
Jail Management

Even the traditionally tight
market for liberal arts graduates
is opening, Childs said.
Rayer agreed, saying few fields
have benefited more from the
robust economy than liberal arts.
The engineering and business
fields remained stable even during the tight market of the late
1980s, she said. But now college
placement offices are starting to
see companies that are willing to
train students with less specialized backgrounds.
Some specialties are booming
as well: Graduates in dietetics,
physical and occupational therapy
and secondary and adult education are also hotly sought after,
Childs said.
Christa Mathis, who earned her
degree in dietetics last year at
UK and is finishing an internship
at UK Hospital this summer, had
four interviews Friday.

able doesn't take the edge off the
competition for top spots, Rayer
said. Students shouldn't think the
jobs they've dreamed of are going to be easy to get, she said, although more students than last
year are graduating with jobs already lined up.
Sharon Childs, assistant director at UK's Career Center, said
jobs are more plentiful than they
were five years ago, especially in
the technical fields, such as
engineering.
"Students felt a little more
pessimistic five years ago," she
said. "Now, they feel bc_ter because they know the opportunities are there.
"They can be a little more secure in getting a job."
The economic concept is
simple: A stable economy has led
companies to grow, which means
more jobs.

Jr4tilt

Jimmy and Michelle McNeely of FaIrdealIng believe that, without the basic
research and clinical advances funded by the March of Dimes,their son Cody
would not have survived. But thanks lo interventions such as surfactant
therapy, Cody is a healthy, energetic, bright 2 year old. He has been named
Ambassador for the March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation in western
Kentucky.
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Study says more food
coming from overseas
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- CARS & TRUCKS —
1998 Chevrolet S10
LS package, V-6 engine, automatic, 7,000 miles, red
with grey cloth.

Experience in:
• Road building
• A lifetime of running equipment
Pa id for by the candidate

WASHINGTON (AP) — More
than one-third of all fresh fruit
and 12 percent of vegetables consumed in America now come
from overseas. But a study released today by Congress' investigative agency said the federal
government is unable to ensure
that imported foods are safe.
The findings by the General
Accounting Office could boost
President _ Clinton's efforts to
strengthen the Food and Drug
Administration's authority to require that other countries adopt
safe practices for fruit, vegetables, fish and processed foods.
If Congress passed pending legislation giving FDA that authority — which the Agriculture Department already has for imported
meat and poultry — it would
"provide greater assurance that
the imported foods it is responsible for are safe," the report said.
The study did not conclude
that imported foods are more
dangerous than those produced
domestically, but imports grew
more than 50 percent since 1990
to reach some $33 billion in
1996.
There have been some highprofile incidents of illness from
imported foods, including
Guatemalan raspberries, Mexican
cantaloupes and alfalfa sprouts
from the Netherlands.
"An increase of this magnitude demands more certainty that
our food supply is safe," said
Sen. Susan Collins, R-Mainc,
who requested the GAO report as
chairwoman of the Senate Pcrma-

Let's pave the way to a new future.

1997 Chevrolet Lumina

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!

Carmine red with burgandy cloth, 16,000 miles, full
power.

1997 Toyota Corolla DX
Full power, automatic, AM/FM cassette, 9,000 miles.

Great Price!

1997 Ford Ranger XLT

Open
Mon.-Fri. 7-5,

Burgandy with grey cloth, 4 cylinder, manual
transmission, cassette, Alloy Wheels, 3,000 miles.

Great Selection!

Great Tires!

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING Itr
90 Days Same As Cash
(kWh aFiprovaio croak)

1997 Chevrolet S10

WAREHOUSE TIRE

Extended cab, V-6 engine, automatic, white with
graphite interior, alloy wheels.

100 Industrial Rd. • Murray 453-1111
Owner: Glerrald Boyd

1997 Toyota 4Runner
SR5 package, black with tan interior, sunroof, 28,000
miles.

1996 Nissan Maxima GXE

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530

Sunroof, beige with beige cloth, 43,000 miles, local 1
owner.

1996 Pontiac Grand Prix SE Coupe
Red with graphite clottvsunfoof-, loaded.

1996 Dodge 250 SLT
Long wheel base, 3/4 ton, four wheel drive, burgandy
with driftwood cloth, 36,000 miles.

1996 GMC Sonoma Extended Cab
Red with graphite cloth, SLE package, alloy wheels.

1996 Toyota Corolla
36,000 miles, 1-owner, white with tan cloth, cassette.

Completely Erected Including Concrete Floor-,
Not PfP Fab Carpenter Built All Ouality

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

I Self supporting 21b
trusted tatters 2 ft
0C
J ' plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
I. Overhang covered
M Overhead steel

A 4 concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
8 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts
in concrete
E Treated
bottom plates
F #1 studs, 16 0 C
G 7
undersiding
H Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

door

0

N Steel service door
O 214 fascia
raluminum covered
P 2riO headers
O 4x4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

1996 Chevrolet Beretta
V-6, automatic, cassette, 20,000 miles, 1 owner.

Deluxe Models

1996 Mazda 82300

y).0WMidirrfolgig.M.

Red with grey cloth, 23,000 miles, ready to haul.

1996 Mazda 626 LX
White with tan cloth, 31,000 miles, full power, cassette.

1995 Toyota Camry LE
Classic green with tan cloth, full power, cassette.

1 , 2 CAR (12.20)
2 CAR (18.20)
LARGE 2 CAR (2202)
2' 1 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2' CAR (24.30)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

53,525

$4,325
54,625
$4,025
$5,425

CAR (1200)
2 CAR 08520)
LARGE 2 CAR (22.22)
2'2 CAR (24.24)
LARGE 2' CAR (24.30)

54.025
$4,725
55,125
55,225
$5,925

1

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

1995 Ford Taurus
LX package, leather, alloy wheels, fully loaded, 47,000
miles.

•Connect at fast 56K speed (Kflex)
ISDN (64-128Kbps) available in
certain areas

1995 Chevrolet Suburban
LS package, four wheel drive, green with beige cloth,
alloy wheels.

•Free U.S. Robotics 28.8 external
modem with 6 month contract

1995 lsuzu Trooper
Limited, pearl, white leather interior, CD, alloy wheels,
loaded.

1994 Ford Mustang GT
Dark green with tan cloth, alloy wheels, 51,000 miles.

IVTlitRe
INET

•No Start-up fee ($30.00 value)
'
,Free tech support
+Tee software

1994 Chevrolet Silverado
Four wheel drive, extended cab, 53,000 miles, 1
owner, new track trade.

Call

1-800-651-1599

for an authorized dealer near you.

Terms • Will send modem while supplies last or till May 31, 1998. Offer valid for new subscribers only

1994 Ford Club Wagon
XLT package, white with blue cloth, full power, 8
passenger seating.

Local access in Paducah, Murray, Mayfield, Hopkinsville, Clarksville, Benton

1994 Chrysler Concorde
45,000 miles, 1 owner, lull power, dark blue with grey
cloth,

$n VALUE
Get Your FREE
Full Spinal Examination!

1994 Ford Tempo GL
Grey with grey cloth, 45,000 miles, automatic, all the
buttons, clean.

1994 Chrysler New Yorker
Light blue with blue cloth, 1 owner, new car trade

1992 Nissan Maxima SE
Black with black interior, 79,000 1 -owner miles, fully
loaded, sharp.

(NO_ OBLIGATION - NOTHING TO PAY)

1992 Ford Bronco
Full size Eddie Bauer, four wheel drive, alloy wheels.

1992 Chevy Caprice
59,000 miles, 1 owner, burgandy with burgandy cloth,
nice car.

1990 Nissan Pathfinder

I YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!

I
1

XE package, automatic, full power, 75.000 miles,
burgandy with burgandy cloth.

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."
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CHEVROLET

2420 E. Wood St., Paris • 642-3900
(TOYOTA
1-800-325-3229
Oldsmobile
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale
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9
10
11
12

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13
14
15
16

I
I

and pairs This examination normally cost $3000 Of TOM h WA include ill chiropractic
orthopedic test. a chiropractic neurological lest, a blood pressure lest a spinal alignment check.
an examination for restncted or axons moton in tia spine, a muscle strengthnest lest and a
private 'Pensullabon with the doctor to discuss the results
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES EMANATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS
PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN?? HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT
FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATON OR TREATMENT

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER Call for your appointment TODAY!

HESKETr CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
1703 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass • Murray, KY 42071

FREE
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nent Subcommittee on
Investigations.
The study found that the
FDA's reliance on port-of-entry
inspections meant that only
46,395, or 1.7 percent, of more
than 2.7 million imported food
shipments in 1997 were actually
checked by an inspector. Of
those, only 16,000 underwent a
laboratory analysis for diseasecausing organisms or other
problems.
The Agriculture Department,
on the other hand, visually
checked every shipment and did
inspections on about 20 percent
of 118,000 meat and poultry imports. In addition, USDA officials
visited 30 countries and checked
336 foreign plants to ensure their
safety practices were equal to
those in this country.
In a written response to the audit, FDA Associate Commissioner Diane Thompson said the
agency is seeking congressional
approval for authority to check
foreign practices. But to prevent
disruptions in foreign trade,
Thompson said they should not
be a requirement for all imported
foods.
"Such a requirement could
have the undesirable effect of
forcing FDA to bar entry to imports from most of the world"
until each countries' practices
were certified, she wrote.
The FDA also has proposed
safety rules regarding seafood
and juice processing that would
apply to imports. The agency is
pushing voluntary agriculture
practices for both foreign and
domestic fruit and vegetable
growers and processors.
The GAO report found other
gaps in the imported food safety
system, including:
—USDA's food inspection service focuses too much on violations such as missing shipping
labels that "bear little relationship to food safety" and should
instead use health data to zero in
on foods likely to pose the greatest hazards.
—Importers, not the FDA,
choose which laboratories do
sampling when a shipment is held
up over food safety questions. In
addition, importers often retain
control of shipments even if the
FDA decides to inspect them and,
in some cases, goes ahead and
markets them anyway.
—The FDA was able to conduct only about half its planned
inspections and about 65 percent
of its planned laboratory analyses
on imported foods in 1996 and
1997. The agency said these
plans are only projections and
that inspectors often are called
upon to do emergency work that
leaves routine tasks undone.
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Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

• Work to

Over the years, the Welcome Wagon'

FIND OUT NOW whets/ careful, professional ctwopracto care can relieve your aches

1990 Buick LeSabre
Limited with 69,000 miles, fully loaded.

1 Low Back Pain 5 Dizziness
6 Sore Elbows
2 Headaches
3 Shoulder Pam 7 Neck Pain
a Indigestion
4 Arthritis
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Dr. Dennis L Hoskin. D.C.
This entire examination is FREE.
If you want MON care
and treatment,
we do all the papenvork.

759-1116
CALL NOW. BRING THIS
COUPON WITH YOU

low

basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people. New residents, new
parents and new citizens all enjoy the
benefits of a free Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about community services and local busifiesset.
For you, it's a new day. Why not start it
by making a new friend? We'd love to
hear from you

941:0?415.ok.
Hostess • Call
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Ingeborg King 492-8348
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Woman with 21 kids
chosen top mother

"Almost all of them say they
are limiting their families to two
children," Mrs. Curry said. "The
girls especially are saying 'not
that many kids for me."

Cousteau team claims
parts of movie faked
LONDON (AP) — Members of
Jacques Cousteau's underwater
film team claim the renowned
French oceanographer faked
some scenes in his documentaries, The Sunday Times reported.
In one case, footage of an octopus scrambling out of a tank and
hopping overboard was obtained
by pouring bleach in the tank, the
newspaper said, reporting on a
BBC documentary on Cousteau
to be broadcast next week.
For the filmed story of two sea
lions that were caught and trained
to walk on the deck of Cousteau's research vessel Calypso
before returning to the sea, the
crew actually used four sea lions
because the first two died during
filming, the newspaper said.
"We kept them out of the sea
too long to make the film,"
Calypso crewman Albert Falco

Owner
Phyllis Gibbs

LONDON (AP) — A father
believes a powerful acne drug
caused a serious depression that
drove his son to commit suicide
and is pressing for an investigation of a possible link, The Sunday Times reported.
Liam Grant, whose 20-year-old
son killed himself last year while
taking the prescription acne medication Roaccutane, has spent'
$34,000 so far on his own inquiry, with the help of a full-time
scientist he hired.
"I believe the medication
caused serious depression which

in turn drove him to contemplate
and commit suicide," the newspaper quoted Grant as saying.
In March, the drug's manufacturer, Roche, changed its labeling
in the United States to say that
Roaccutane, a vitamin A derivative, may cause depression, psychosis and, in rare cases, suicide
attempts and suicide, the newspaper said.
But the company has argued
that acne is itself a risk factor for
depression, the newspaper quoted
Dr. Janet Stead, medical adviser
for Roche, as saying.

Formal Wear and Limousine
•WeddingB •Proms •Ba nquets •Birthdays •Annwersa rtes
304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
116 N. Market
(502) 753-1300
Paris, TN 38242
(502) 759-4713
Book Limousine
(901) 642-5300
Services For
Toll Free
Toll Free
Your Wedding!
1-888-367-6757
1-888-958-9879

Matthew Gardrw,Elizabeth Bogal-Alibritten and Kacl Carpenter won awards
during the Elementary Regional Governors Cup Competition.

MTS team wins awards
The
Future
placed
gional
tion.

Murray Transition School's
Problem Solving Team
third at the Elementary ReGovernor's Cup Competi-

Members of the team are Stephen
Parker, Breanna Volp, Emi McFar-

"There were a lot of things
which were not as truthful as they
might have been," he was quoted
as saying.
In "The Silent World," which
won an Academy Award for best
documentary in 1957, Laban was
told to spend three hours in a decompression chamber because
Cousteau was worried he had the
ailment.

len, Matthew Gardner and Seth
Darnell.
In individual events, Kaci Carpenter placed second in language
arts and second in composition.
Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten placed
second in general knowledge and
fourth in composition.
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MONEYSALE!

Get Money-in-Minutes" TODAY. Up to $300
the Fast New MoneyPlace Way!
cy AS

E-P1'7

I. Bring driver's license or other picture I.D.
2. Most recent paycheck stub.
3. Latest bank statement'8r personal check.
FREE!
High-Fashion
Eye-Fashion
SUNGLASSES

The
MoneyPlace,,,

—AL L

‘Vith your first
t'ash-advance
from The
MoneyPlace

vcee.toeot€
'

(502) 437-4943
or (502) 753-5150
NEW LOCATION!
6 mi N. of Murray on 641

513-A So. 12th St., Shopping Plaza 926 Broadway
1203 S. [Try
Murray, KY
Mayfield, KY
Paducah, KY Union City,TN
(502) 759-8900 (502) 251-9500 (502) 575-9900 (901) 885-7500

Fresh Flowers & Arrangements • Flowering & Green Plants
Topiaries • Cards & Notes • Garden Accessories & Gifts
Garden Books • Watercolors • And Morel

0 • •

A QUALITY MANUFACTURED
HOME CAN BE YOURS...

Who is Ronald
Wisehart?
I have been a life-long resident of
Murray and Calloway County, having lived in the Hazel, Almo, Stella
communities. I am the son ofthe late
Gleneth and Clotile Wisehart and I
have been married 22 years to Margaret(Greer) Wisehart of the Penny/
Spring Creek community. We are
parents to four children; Molly, Wesley, Tim and Justice, and our sonin-law is Justin Franklin. We attend
the University Church of Christ.
I have been the Administrative
Supervisor of the Calloway County Detention Center since it opened in 1996 and
in that position I have the responsibility of supervising 28 employees while
managing the complexities of our 120-bed facility. I have 15 combined years
in local law enforcement and I am a graduate ofthe Kentucky Department of
Criminal Justice Training in Richmond.I attended Murray State University.
My wife and I have owned Wisehart's Grocery in Midway for nine years.

At Woodland Estates Sales
Hwy. 641 N. (formerly Knoth's BBQ)
(502) 767-9787
WHERE OUR PROMISE TO YOU IS QUALITY HOMES,
SPECIALIZED SERVICE AND LOW, LOW PRICES
We Also Offer Complete Set-up and Installation
Plumbing & Electrical Work
Decks & Porches Built to Your Specification
Landscaping Services & Driveways
Complete Line of Cook's Storage Buildings
Interior Decorating Consultations

• Work to reduce and pay off jail debt as quickly as possible.
•Require inmates to work as much as allowed bylaw,and implement policies
that require inmates to pay their own way instead of being a burden on the
taxpayer.
• Staff the facility with honest and energetic employees who are of good
character and have high morals.
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$500 $1500
Cash Rebates
/
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Depending On Model
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•
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Call Us or Come
By Soon For a
Great Deal!

11
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MAKE THE'"WISE" CHOICE

VOTE RONALD WISEHART, JAILER
Harris, Treasurer

•

•
•

4

As Your Jailer I Will:
• Operate a clean, safe, secure jail using the standards mandated by the
Department of Corrections in Frankfort.
•Run a "no-frills"jail, not a health club,that attends to the basic needs ofthe
prisoners, while diligently working to reduce the cost to the taxpayes through
grants, increased revenues, and the use of surplus equipment that may be
available.
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Factory Reps on hand to help you/
Special lease or financing available.

Call, Come in Today!

Monday-Friday 9-5 (Murray Location Only)

Open
9-5:00
Tues.-Sat.
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...at the big, bold, bright-as-gold MonegPlace Sign.

On The Square • 759-0015

by Ilkobbid W,I,Raley
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Diving team member Andre
Laban said he once was told to
pretend to have symptoms of the
"bends," or narcosis, a dangerous ailment caused by sudden
changes in pressure when divers
return to the surface.

On May 26th

•

- Over 25 Years In Business

was quoted as saying.
The Cousteau Foundation has
denied such accusations in the
past but was not available for
comment Sunday.
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Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
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"We kind of shared everything," her daughter said, adding
that her mother was thrown off a
little by the Mother of the Year
award. "She doesn't like all this
fuss. It's not her. She's modest."
Mrs. Curry's offspring all still
live in the area and twice a year
they hold family reunions.
"She lives for her kids.
There's no doubt about that,"
Ms. Howe said. "She likes us all
to be together."
The experience of growing up
with so many brothers and sisters
scared most off the idea of having big families of their own.

1998

Father seeks drug probe

with the farm and the animals,"
Mrs. Curry said Sunday.
She had lots of help from relatives living nearby while her husband, Raymond, worked for the
New York City Water Department as a laborer at upstate
reservoirs.

NEVERS1NK, N.Y. (AP) —
No one could fault Sarah Curry's
credentials for Mother of the
Year.
She had 21 children, and now
dines on 32 grandchildren.
"It just kind of happened. It
wasn't anything planned,— said
daughter Ramona Howe, her second child. "One mom. One dad.
One marriage."
Mrs. Curry, who turns 60 this
Friday, had 12 girls and nine
boys, now ranging in age from 15
to 38. One child died several
years ago of a rare blood
disorder.
She was the most special
Mother's Day guest Sunday for
the ceremony at the Monticello
Raceway, which sponsored the
award.
The harness horse racing track
about 85 miles north of New
York City held a party for her
and one of the day's races was
named in her honor — the Sarah
Curry Pace.
The family grew up in a big
farmhouse, doubling up in beds.
"Everybody knew what they
had to do, everybody chipped in
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Financing Available
II you've had bad credit problems In the past come In & see us.
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OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings

020

Notice

SALE!
Creative Window Designs
20% off labor for custom
drapery, bedding, & accessories May 1 thru May 31,
1998. To phone orders
753-0374.

If further information is needed, please
contact the Department of Planning and
Engineering at 762-0374.

060

John Peck, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

Help
Wanted

Linda Macha, Planning Supervisor
Planning & Engineering

AFTERNOON dishwasher
Thur-Sun. Apply in person
at: Ann's Country Kitchen,
Hazel, KY.

020

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

A FUN JOB
Florida based company
looking for 6 guys and 6
girls. Work in blue jeans
and t-shirts. Travel 30
states and 2 countries a
year while earning
$300-500 wkly. 3 Week all
expenses paid training. For
interview see Greg Barrett
at the Murray Plaza Court
on Tues, May 12th, between lpm-7pm. No phone
calls please.

Nodes
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew.
753-6981

AVONWhether you want to buy,
sell or just look through a
book call Tonya at
435-4026
BIBLE Message 759-5177
FREE Pregnancy Tests.
Lifehouse. 753-0700.

"f•ee local clam sendlce"

MACHINE quilting, regular
size $31.50. Murray Sewing Center. 502-753-5323.

ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center.
502-753-5323

MISTER Mattress is going
out of business. All inventory must go! 759-3890

7

WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK
Charley Miller Rd. Almo, KY
Picking TdesdayS, Thursdays

& Saturdays!
Starting May 7th Until Season End
. Hours 8 a.m.-1 p.m.
le. 502-753-5410 ;

fia

STRAWBERRIES

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have ar OPPORTUNITY for 3 t 4 extremely Wanted
& successful in home closers

$45,000 + Per Year
Maio( benefit Comparrf supplied pre-set appointments
No credit refusals Company raining Hours worked
days & evening'

Call if you are serious
about a career II are willm to work TM TIRED OF INTERVIEWING pea* who only want to earn UM MOO per week
and that don't want to work • Call between 11-4 Mon Set

BABYSITTER/ Companion
for 7yr old girl thru summer
Must be dependable and
have transportation. References required. Call
753-5647 after 6pm.

Full-Time Only • Must Be 25 • 753-3261

GUARANTEED ISSUE
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
Now, regardless of jlEALTIL you
can purchase any of the Major Medical
Plans approved by the Board of the KY
Health Purchasing Alliance. The
McConnell Insurance Agency offers all
the plans and represents all the companies offering this insurance to residents
of Western Kentucky.
If your current Major Medical is too
high, call us for a quote. You can now
change and shop for price alone. If your
present policy is over 12 months old,
y6u do not have any waiting period for
pre-existing conditions.

McConnell Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore • Murray • 753-4199
Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

National Rates

06n

STAFFED Residence Providers wanted to work with
persons with mental
retardation/ developmental
disabilities in community
Flat roof experience
based setting. Must be willing to work flexible hours
required for industrial,
and have reliable transporcommercial,and institation. Minimum requireprojects.
tutional
ments: HS Diploma/GED,
Competitive salary
Valid driver's license. Send
resume to: Personnel,
and benefits.
Alternatives
Armor, Corporation Community
KY, PO Box 39, Symsonia,
(901) 479-9390
KY 42062 or Call Ms. Turner
after
lpm
(502)527-2255. -EOE fiA/F/
DOLLIES World Class
ON.
Men's Club now hiring entertainers. Earn $1,000
070
plus per week. Managers,
Domestic
waitresses & door persons
& Childcare
also needed. Work for the

Experienced
Roofer

best around.
(901)247-3965.

Call CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
GLENDALE Place is look- Linda 759-9553.
ing for an experienced IN home daycare, infant to
licensed beautician to rent 3yrs old. Small group of
a furnished beauty/ barber kids. Call 753-3193.
shop. Must enjoy working
with older people. Call NEW! Mandy's in home
759-1555 for more child care. Open Monday
6am- Friday 6pm, days &
information.
nights. Full time $65.00 a
MOTHERS & Others. Work week, drop ins $15.00 a
from home. Free vacation. day. Discounts on siblings.
Lose weight- Get paid. Call Children any age welcome.
Paula 1-800-297-5670.
Reserve your spot for
PART-time or full-time wri- school age children
ter for weekly farm news- 436-5379.

CASTING- Movie Extras
Production Trainees Film
Studio 502-327-4883.
COLDWELL Banker
Woods and Associates is
expanding
Agents
needed, training available
753-1651.
DENTAL OFFICE
Seeking full-time office
help Computer experience
necessary If you can work
well with people and are a
good office manager/ organizer, then send your resume to. PO Box 1040-B,
Murray, KY 42071 Approx
40hrs a week, Mon thru Fri.
,

DENTAL OFFICE

Seeking full-time dental assistant, experience helpful
Approx 40hrs a week, MonFri If you kke a small office
atmosphere and can work
well with people then send
resume to PO Box 1040-Y,
Murray, KY 42071.

SENIORS need TLC too!
10 year experienced caregiver can give that to your
loved one. $6 an hour. References available. Call
753-2637 ask for Brenda.
STATE certified home
childcare outside Murray,
Mon-Fri. 759-3176.
HOME or office cleaning.
Regular visits or one time
only. Reasonable rates.
Call 753-8197.
100
Business
Opportunity
FACE FACTS!
Where will you be in 5yrs if
you continue doing what
you are doing? We offer the
best home based business
in
America.
1 - 8 00 - 2 9 7 - 90 2 0
nijrp-arkih.net.
FOR Rent: Approx
1700sq. ft warehouse
space or convert to office
space. 12th & Story street,
Murray. 12ft overhead
door. Contact Nathan at
502-575-6200.

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

IT'S ABOUT PEOPLE. Murray-area firm is
looking for a sharp, capable person who
enjoys working with and helping others.
Skills in working on the phone, keeping good
records, and helping to solve problems in a
growing pharmaceutical industry are a must.
You won't start as president, but there is room
for advancement. No special skills or aptitude
required, but familiarity with computers and
basic office machines is a plus. AA, EOE.
Stud out-page resume to Career Search,
P.O. Box 894, Murray, KY 42071

0

Business
Opportunity

O

7

Accepting Applications
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Mon., May 11, Tues., May 12
& Thurs., May 14
For Assembly
Press Operators
Apply at 908-C South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

FOR SALE
Lawn Crypt. Double depth.
Murray Memorial Gardens,
Hwy 641N, Murray, KY
42071 $4850 or best offer.
502-388-7353.

TIRED of being broke?
Earning potential $3,000+
weekly. Training provided
Serious inquires only
800-320-9895 ext. 7698.

FOR Sale: Top soil or fill
dirt Will deliver, price depends on distance. Excavating work available.
492-2181.

COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
Earn up to $1,000 in college scholarships and make
money at the same time.
Captain D's in Murray,Kentucky is now interviewing for counter positions.
Part time positions available for both day and
night. Must be willing to work weekends. Meal
policy, vacations, and opportunity for advancement.
Contact Charlotte Edrnonson at Captain D's for
additional information and to schedule interview.

502-753-9838.
Equal Opportunity Employer

GAS heater, $350. 2 Window units, $50/ea. For
more information,
492-6162 after 6pm.

Computer
COMPUTER Repair, Installation, Back-up. Call
Justin Crosser, 759-8662.

METAL bunkbeds, twin upper, full lower, new mattresses. King size comforter set
& drapes. 753-1519.

150
Want
To Buy

MOWERS, Money- back
guarantee. 753-8292.

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all. Call
753-9433.

NEW electric scooter for
handicap, indoor/ outdoor
swivel upholstered seat,
$1,700. 502-362-4208.

CASH for G.I. Joe toys, old
or new. 753-7185
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

SECURITY OFFICERS
Murray Guard has immediate openings for fulltime security officers in the Murray area. No
experience necessary. Uniform furnished. Group
medical insurance available. Minimum requirements; no criminal record, must be at least 18 years
of age, have reliable transportation and phone.
Apply in person. Mon.-Fri., 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
EOE*WF/D/V•
58 Murray Guard Drive, Jackson, TN

RIDING mower & push
mower for sale. 753-0260.
SEE us for your barn Of roof
metal. Cut to length. Covers 36 inches, many colors.
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 489-2722.

COLLECTIBLES & Antiques. We buy 1 or whole
estates. Call 753-3633.

TY Beanie Babies, tags intact, smoke free environment. Call 759-3025 and
leave a message (Some
retired).

RESTAURANT gas stove
with oven. 436-5560.

TOP Prices Paid For
Standing Timber. 30yrs Experience. Master Logger TV
Beanie Babies.
Degree. Class A Rating. 759-0700.
Insured, Swift Logging &
Lumber, 931-232-7978 WASHER/
dryer,
Work, 931-232-7404 $19.95/week. Call
Home. Jerry Swift, Owner. 753-4663.
WANTED. Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work. 436-2867.

YALE Forklift 3000 pound,
cushion tires, 16 foot lift,
$2900. 759-1058.

150
180

Articles
For Salt

CASE lawn tract°
dnv Hi Boy twin
Oren engine, 6/
deck. Hydrift.
condition, $2,45(
759-1106.

KUBOTA TX17
mower. Cal 759-

Fano
EquiPmeffl

FACTORY trailer
new Dodge Ray
$300 Value, nei
used, $100. Call
after 5pm.

HAY for sale. 48

Sports
Equipment
GOLF Clubs.
TIGHT LIE copies
Never used.
1-800-457-9174.

Mobile
Homes For I!

Adds,
For Saki

STAY home & make big
money! Get the secret now!
Free report! (24hr recording). 201-996-6708.

Homo
Furnishings

MAY SPECIAL
LP Gas Refills, 20Ib cyl. QUEEN mattress set,
$5.95 w/ad. B&B Brokers, $100 753-8041
701 S.12th St. 753-4389.
180
Expires 5/30/98.
Lawn &
2 MATCHING mountain
Garden
bikes & brand new Panasonic camcorder. JOHN Deere rear engine
rider, new Shp Briggs &
753-6348, after 3pm.
Stratton engine. Many new
DIAMOND Solitaire ring. parts. As is. $375.
Approx. 60 Carat, $1200 759-9451 evenings,
753-6156.
762-1117 days.

1988 BUCCA
14x80, 3br, 2 bad
back decks, out
Excellent corsditior
in Fox Moe
759-4110

1994 16X80 E
NEER, central h/
front porch. Aft
436-5692.

2 BANK Repos. Lc
Jim VVilson Hornet
ray. 16X80's, low
payments. Call
502-767-0000.

LOOKING for
home?? Finished
rock, Pella wim
doors & much mo
able. See the I
leader- Dinkins
Homes,
1-800-642-4891

Mobile
Homes For RI

313R, $260/mo. 75

901-668-3122

Need Fu
For the best

TECHNICAL

deliver

READY TO
PUT YOUR
SKILLS TO WORK?
If so, BellSouth Telecommunications has just the
right opportunities in store for you. As we continue
our growth throughout the Southeast, we need
talented individuals to help maintain and support
our technical needs in Murray and the surrounding
areas. We have a variety of positions to suit your
skills and abilities...here are just a few:

SERVICE TECHNICIANS
Job Code: 11010342071
CABLE REPAIR TECHNICIANS
Job Code: 26010342071
We offer an excellent starting salary with progression. If you have a technical background or
experience we encourage you to apply! Knowledge of basic electronics or basic electricity
required. Two years technical degree or military
experience helpful. To schedule yourself for
required testing prior to the interview process, call
our response line at:

(888) 204-6260
24 Hours/Da y
7 Days/Week
Reference appropriate Job Code from above.
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Dial-A-Service

Sale
Daylillies

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

Hosta.....
oP
94 Eat

DIAL fts 753-1916
This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
(Insured

Completely Mobile

INSURANCE

David's Cleaning Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"

Lou V. McGary

Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Bnck
David Borders
Phone (502) 759-4734

Doer Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

ommercial Waste,
Disposal
All

Types of Refuse Service

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Alignment & Complete Brae Service,
Struts and Shocks etc.
Eamon Jaen, O•nwr
7:1119-4:0111

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
does nospay.$760 on Pan A;$100on Pan B. Call me for
more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

1-800-585-6033

-

1:1AMILTON-RYKCff!

460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles
480 Auto Services
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campfire
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

150

100

Kelp
Worded

AV & Computer Techni- paper. Work at home.
cian. National Scouting Knowledge of row crop
Museum. Position to begin production/ technology a
May 15, 1998. Qualifica- major plus. Call
1-800-489-9454.
tions: Associates degree in
computers or related field RAGS to riches for motiplus 3+ years experience vated individual.
Ground
and knowledge of Macin- floor opportunity
to learn
tosh and IBM computers freight brokerage
business.
(including programming, Experience
in transporta
internet access, network- tion industry
helpful. Reing, repair and maintecent graduate or steady
nance) required. Know- work
history required.
ledge of electronic security
Apply at 615-H S 12th St,
systems. Some knowledge
Murray, KY or call
and skill in woodworking,
759-0400 for more
mechanical and electrical
information.
repair highly desired. Responsibilities: Maintenance
SALES- CEMETERY
of Audiovisual, computer Be one of the highest paid
and robotic exhibit equip- in America. Call
ment, purchase and main- 1 lam-4pm, Mon -Sat,
tain hardware and soft- 753-2971.
ware, and coordinate building, security and SKIN Care & Weight Manmaintenance, including agement company seeks
outdoor ropes course. Sal- representatives part or fullary: $22,000-25,000, plus time. Call K. Nichols at
excellent benefits. Applica- 502-522-7863 9am-8pm.
tion Deadline: May 8, 1998. SPORTABLE Scoreboards
To Apply: Send letter of needs a telemarketing &
application, resume, list of entry level sales person
references, and transcripts full-time. No experience
to Susan B. Hardin, Na- necessary. Call 753-1697
tional Scouting Museum, after 330pm.
Murray State University,
P.O.Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F,D, AA
employer.

'(C
IPC
5
C”

70 wd. max
1 Insertion

CALL FOR INFORMATION

Kelp
Wanted

HOUSE of CLOTHES
Open Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun
1 to 5. Nice consignment
clothing. $1.00 Buys mere,
womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

All interested persons are invited to attend
and participate in this meeting.

Advertisers are requested to check the
insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
Yard Sale Prices
1x2 ad
25 wd. max.
$7.50
1 Insertion

n6n
Notice

The Murray Planning Commission will hold
a public hearing on Tuesday, May 19, 1998
at 7:00 p.m. in the conference room at the
Chamber of Commerce to set industrial
zoning for a recently annex 15 acre tract of
land located on U.S.Highway 641 North and
owned by Paschall Truck Lines.

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

first

2x2 ad
$14.00

Deadline
Day & Time
r 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
illon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

020

Nonce

Just Say "Charge It"

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Homo Lots For Sal*
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent
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165 Antiques

020
Notice

Publish Day
• .ay
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Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
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Reader Ads
S. I

Ad Deadlines

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

ALMO
COI
STORE- Just At
Spring Plantingplants. perenriaki
able plants. We i
potting soil, fere
creie critters and
naments! 753-19

i51/2) 753-1351

1121 Park 'N' Sell
121
:x

By Pass

753-3985

4;1Cars, Custom
"Don't Let
112 So. 1

Ph •
Daily, We

Greent

Nail to Hickory Log

Thursday & I

'FAX SHOP

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

015 B
Southold() Shopping Center

753-4668

J

762-1100

Saturday
Bedding Plants
Plants &

1-1

MURRAY LEDGER &

250

Urea &
Garden
ALMO
COUNTRY
STORE- Just Arrived For
Spnng Planting Bedding
plants perennials & vegetable plants We also have
potting soil. fertilize. conaete critters and lawn ornaments' 753-1934

2BR mobile home
$225/mo No pets Lease
deposit & references required 489 2440

CASE lawn tractor, 448 Hydriv Hi Boy twin-cyl 18hp
Onan engine, 60 mower
deck. Hydrtift, very good
condition, $2,450 Phone
75D-1106

2BR trailer No pets References needed
Call
753-9866

KUBOTA TX1700 lawn
mower Call 759-1274

Farm
Equipment
FACTORY trailer hitch for
new Dodge Ram pickup
$300 Value never been
used $100 Call 753-0943
after 5pm

2BR. Rent to own Central
h/a appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898

Mobile
Homo Lots For Rent
LOTS for rent in new park
Concrete drive parkway &
sidewalk Water trash p/u,
lawn mowed included
$110/mo Located on Murray Paris Rd
Call
492-8488
MOBILE lots available in
Penny and Farmington
753-4268

HAY for sale 4.89-2989
200
Sports
Equipmerg

FOR RENT

GOLF Clubs Adams
TIGHT LIE copies 3-5-7-9
Never used $59/ea
1-800-457-9174

50'x50' Metal
Building

Moblie
Homes For Rent
38R, $260/mo 753-6012

2800 FT warehouse or convert to office space 800 S
4th 2 overhead doors
502-753-7634

1BR, low utilibes, references & deposit required
No pets $225/mo
753-3949

Office Space

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109

Various size suites

753-8302 Or
753-9621
4 CAR shop for rent
753-4509

FOR RENT
2 story brick bullring
downtown
Murray,
comer of Atit &
Available June 1st.

753-1483

For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon
. Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

BEST DEAL ON
PRIMESTAIr
SATELLITE TV

'99

FREE month d PRIAEValue
Proparrnming +
PRIMEFINDER-

Ali

installed

Universal Remote
Included

Roo. 8140 SRP
Rebate
Waukee!

valr
PRIMES4W.
it. that good.
Cali Terry at 1-800-639-9251
A
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Peonies Blooming Now
Bethel Gardens

!ebb

Salo continuos on
'1.00
4.00 & Up

Daylillies
Hosta

Ow Tut" • Sat 9-5
follow signs

94 East 2 miles

753-2993

HALEY'S
_Ztlgt9Duck
LTha Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 SO. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

GreenSCaPe Nur%
489-2756

e

Hours
Thursday & Friday
4-7 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Bedding Plants, Hanging Baskets. Tomato
Plants & Daily Geranium Specials

•:1

Jamie & Jane Potts
1107 Potts Road
1-mils off Hwy 121 West of Stills
•

•

2BR, 11
/
2 bath, all appliances furnished Best location. $475/mo.
753-5344-

Walnut Plaza
104 N 5th

Need Furniture? Bedding?

•

NICE 3br apt stove & refrigerator, central gas h/a
105 N 16th No pets, $465
plus deposit Available
June 1st 753-0870

753-3724

2 BANK Repos Located at
Jim Wilson Homes in Murray. 16X80's, low monthly
payments. Call today
502-767-0000.

280

1BR apartment near campus No pets 753-1203

1BR Diuguid Dr. Call Coleman Realty 753-9898

1994 16X80 BUCCANEER, central h/a, 6X10
front porch After 5pm,
436-5692

LOOKING for a new
home?? Finished sheetrock, Pella windows &
doors & much more available. See the housing
leader- Dinkins Mobile
Homes,
Inc
1-800-642-4891.

NICE 2br, 1 bath apartment, all appliances Great
location Call Mur Cal Realty 753-4444

1BR, available now, stove,
refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898.

Mobil.
Homes For Sale
1988 BUCCANEER,
14x80, 3br, 2 bath, front &
back decks, outbuilding
Excellent condition, located
in Fox Meadows
759-4110

March 1st Starts at
$315/mo
762-4483
8am 4pm or 345-2748 after
5pm

512 S. 4th St.
For Storage
or Shop

270

Storms
Rentals

LOCATED norti of Wal- MURRAY
MANOR
Mart Just oft Hwy 641
APARTMENTS Make it
Zoned for office retail or your home' Great 1 or 2br
professional Apptox 1110 apartments with great
sq It Electric heat window price. central hie, laundry
as $375/mo Call Marge facilities Office hours
Century 21 753 1492
8am-5pm. Mon -Fri
(502)753-8668, Equal
OFFICE or store space in Housing Opportunity
Southside Shopping Con
ter 753-4509 753 6612
NEW 1tx efficiency apartment All appliances including Wel University Heights
32f1
$325/mo 1br apartment
Apertments
downtown, new appliances
For Rent
including w,d $265/mo
1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS
Deposit No pets 753-4937
Very nice 1 & 2br apart- M F 8am 5pm
ments in Farmington (11
miles from Murray) Central NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
h/a w/d, stove, refrigerator, 3-4br house whvasher &
dishwasher provided Wa- dryer, furnished, near
ter & trash pick-up in- MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
cluded No pets Refer- St 753-1252 before 5pm,
ences required Available 753-0606 after 5pm

1BR apartment, stove, refrig, dishwasher, washer &
dryer $325/mo 753-9841
or 436-5496

2BR, 2 bath with garage,
central h/a, appliances
furnished, $525/mo, 1 yr
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets, 753-2905 or
753-7536.
28R apartments in Northwood . Appliances.
$325/mo & up. 759-4406.
2BR brick patio, carport No
pets $345/mo. 753-6931
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances furnished
$300/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898
2BR duplex, central h/a,
dishwasher, microwave,
w/d hook-up. No pets.
$420/mo. Security deposit.
492-8393
2BR, duplex, central h/a.
Stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898.
2BR near campus No pets
Call 753-1203
2BR partially furnished,
some utilities paid No pets.
767-9037
2BR with carport & central
air, w/d hook-up. 753-9636
3- 2BR apts for rent
753-5731
3BR, stove/ refrigerator
furnished, Central h/a. Deposit & leave required.
1303 Chestnut St.
759-4696
NICE 3br, 2 full bath duplex, appliances furnished,
w/d hook-up. Lawncare
provided
$475/mo
753-4342.

MONDAY, MAY

NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments Mur Cal
Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr, Murray, KY
759-4984 Equal Housing
Opportunity

Hwy 299
lAinl Storage
489-6166
489-2796

641 Storage

753-5585
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

EASTSIDE

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
C-STORAGE, 10x15 storage units, 4th St & Sycamore E Next to Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

REMODELED, furnished
1 br apartment, gas h/a.
$275/mo plus deposit
753-7953

753-3853

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath w/
garage, r/i years old. All
appliances. w/d, $575/mo
906-B, N 20th St
753-3119
330
Rooms
For Rent

All Size Units
Available

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536

It

Pits
Supplies

6YR old female Sheltie
"beautiful-. Needs a loving
home. $75 759-8080

AKC Registered Mniature
Dachshund puppies. Red,
extra small, $200 b 8250
502-753-8506.

2BR, carport, stove/ refrigerator furnished. Gas
heat. $325/mo + deposit.
Lease required. 415
S 10th St. 759-4696.

NEAR University Large 2 SMALL house for rent 7
bedroom apt, big living miles east of Murray Call
room, kitchen dinette, lots Linzy Beane, 436-2582
of closet space Central
SPACIOUS well kept 3br, 2
electric heat and air
Range, refrigerator, dis• bath brick large garage
hwasher, disposal, washer • appl , central h/a, nice yard
dryer hookup Available & neighborhood $650/mo
June 1st. $350 deposit, Lease & deposit 489 2741
$350/mo 753-4560, US Hwy 641 South, 4 miles
9am-5pm
from town 2br, washer No
pets please $300/mo plus
NICE 2br duplex. $450/mo
deposit Call 492-8566 at
753-7457
ter 4 30pm

Supplies
GENTLE paint pony for
sale 435-4003 after 5pm
HAY for sale hybrid Ber
mucia grass horse quality
high ton protein large rolls
wrapped square bales
available 901-4695436

1

Motorcycles

1537 SPRING Creek Dr
Spring Creek Oaks Subcit
vision Approx 5200sq ft
5br. 3a bath on 3 large
corner lots Formal LR with
fireplace, formal DR, large
den with fireplace & 14
ceiling Large kitchen with
bit area Private office
large rec room sunroom
across back of house over
looking courtyard Utility &
3 car garage Too many
great features to list
Shown by appointment
only 759-1259

1991 YAMAHA Big Bear
excellent condition
$3 100 753 8743
4X4

1992 HONDA XR 250 L
sport on road
oft
road Great shape $1695
obo 474 8666
dual

1995 SUZUKI RF 900R
4 XXX miles burgundy, let
kit micron headers & pipe
limited

production

Kevin

251-9687
1996 HARLEY Sportster
883, lots' of accessories

1 1954 FORD 4dr $1500
1 1957 Ford Fairlane 4dr
$800 Good condition Will
think about trade
502 437 3939
1983 TOYOTA Corolla
2dr 51 8XX runs good
needs new axle $600 obo
759 0571

1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant
4dr stabonwagon 63
,XXX
miles air, power, good
shape Call 767 0765 after
5 30pm

753 4509

0+ ACRES, Hardwood
trees, 9110 of a mile from Ky
Lake Good homesite, private entrance off of main
road, $28,000 Serious inquiries only please Call
474-8704
1989 & 1972 MOBILE
home on 4 acres with
30X40 metal building &
20X12 garage located in
New Providence $35,000
436-2754 after 5pm
74 ACRES for sale west of
Kirksey Call 354-6613
evenings
FOR SALE 1.4 ACRES,
on Highland Rd, East of
Murray. 280FT Road frontage, nice building site, mature trees, 9/10 of a mile
from Ky Lake, $7500 Call
474-8704 after 5pm
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-ail price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
440

Lots
AKC Beagle puppies for
For Sale
sale. 8wks old First shots
Good hunting stock. Call
' ACRE corner, 4375
753-8813.
State 94 W, gas, water,
AKC chocolate Labs. 1st electricity. restricted
shots & wormed, vet $11,900 firm. 767-0895.
checked. Ready 5/21/98.
753-1573.

S LEEP
r o o m----$150/mo. Coleman RE,
CAT CARE PRODUCT753-9898
Distributor of Early Warning
PH Indicator Cat Utter to
detect first sign of urinary
tract infection. For your cats
sake & well being.
753-4131 or PO Box 1894,
1BR located on corner o
Murray, KY 42071.
College Farm & Kentucky
DOG KENNELS- 10x10x6,
Ave 753-8251
$189.95. Set-up & delivery
2 & 4-5BR in Murray. Lease available. Farmers
Far& deposit required. macy,
759-2248.
753-4109
DOG obedience classes or
2BR, 1 bath, gas heat, win- private. Serving Murray
17
dow air, stove, refrigerator, years 436-2858
w/d furnished. 1 Block from
campus, $400 deposit, FLEA SEASON IS HEREI
$400/mo 753-3406 days. New Power Spot & Bio Spot
in stock now. Hugh stock of
436-2130 nights.
flea collars, shampoos, etc.
2BR brick 8 miles south- Farmers Farmacy,
east of Murray. Stove, re
759-2248
frigerator Deposit & refer
ences 492-8594

3 ROOM efficiency, 301 N
7th $195/mo 762-4483 2BR, stove/ refrigerator
8am-4pm, 345-2748 after furnished $375/mo + deposit Lease required 711
5Prn
Payne St 759-4696
CALLO WAY Gardens/ Es1
2 bath, recently resex Downs Apartments ac- 3BR, 2'/
cepting applications for 1 & modeled No pets 1yr
2 bedroom apts Central lease & deposit Phone
heat & air Office hours 8am 502-926-4427
to 12noon/ lpm to 5pm 3BR, 2 car garage & car502-753-8556, TDD port, central ha, 4 miles
1-800-545-1833 ext 283 from town All appliances
Handicap Accessible, included, w/d No pets
Equal
Housing $575/mo. Lease & deposit
Opportunity
required 436-2113
EFFICIENCY apt near
3BR. $425/mo + deposit,
campus No pets Call
central gas h/a, partially
753-1203
furnished
No pets
EXTRA nice 2br duplex at 753-8981
1811 Ridgewood 1 large
3BR brick, central h/a,
bath with 2 sinks, central
Hazel Coleman RE
h/a, appliances, w/d hook- 753-9898
up, front porch, rear deck
Lease/ deposit No pets 3BR, stove/ refrigerator
furnished $375/mo + de$425/mo 753-0814
posit Lease required 701
FOR LEASE New in May, Broad St 759-4696.
2br, 1 5 bath townhouse, all
appliances and pleasant in- 4BR, 2 bath 753-4444
terior colors Priced at
FOR Lease 3br house in
$500/mo Call Lynda at
Grey's Properties. town, completely remodeled New appliances with
759-2001
w/d hookup. $465/mo DeKENTUCKY Lake, Lake- posit, No pets 753 4937
land Wesley Village, lbr • 8am 5pm
apartment, utilities in3br with central h/a,
cluded', rent based on in- NICE
ceiling fans, appliances
come 62 & older, or handiw/d hook-up, nice backcap & disabled Equal
yard. $430/mo plus depoHousing Opportunity
sit References No pets
502-354-8888
753-1059

Livestock

kll Sites
V%ailable

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

VERY nice neighborhood
apt_ Water furnished, 2br,
appliances, 1/10 mile from
city limits west. 1yr lease. 1
mo deposit. No pets
$425/mo 753-0779

3an

13'x24' STORAGE Bid with
10410' overhead door Location at 5 Points More into
Rogers Enterprises
753-5140

PROFESSIONALLY decorated 1 extra large bedroom, 1 bath, fully equipped
kitchen & garage Call
753-7463 after 11am

VERY nice 2br, 1/, baths
Townhouse. Appliances
furnished w/washer &
dryer, $500/mo, lyr lease,
1 mo deposit. No pets.
753-2905, 753-7536.

Mass
For Salo
ROTTWEILER puppy.
8wks old, male Papers &
shots Sire on premises
$175 Call 759 9539

11, 1 998

20

450

Seelnesa
Rentals

Mobilo
Homes For Real

TIMES

1901 WESTWOOD 4br or
3br wistudy, brick home
Large family room w/
fireplace, combination Irving & dining room, kitchen,
utility, 2 baths, fully car
peted Central h/a, founda
Don storage & storage
buildings on corner lot Excellent condition Call
753-7122 or leave
message
2 STORY brick house, approx 3600 sq ft. 4 bedrooms, upstairs bonus
room, 21
/
2 bathrooms, formal dining room, office or
Irving room, family room,
kitchen, utility Nice hardware floors, Berber carpeting and tile flooring Great
storage and closet space
House has 2 heating & air
units City utilities, electric
& gas Great extras such as
10f1 ceilings, doors, trans
its, etc Call 753-3966 for
appointment to see
3-4BR house for sale 105 ft
commercial road frontage
521 S 4th St $34,900 Re
cent appraisal for $38,000
753-8767

97' CR125 FRESH top end
Bill's pipe & silencer

$3,1010 753 2765

1211sport Utility
Vehicles

3BR, 2 bath central hie,
garage, appliances Cole
man RE 753-9898
3BR brick house, 1104
Fairlane in Circararna Sub
division, excellent condi
Don . 753-4389, 753-5960
3BR brick with carport with
central h/a Private fence
$63,000. 703 N 18th
753-4074

1991 FORD Explorer 4X4
108,XXX miles good condition, $8,500 753 4445
1993 JEEP Grand Chero
kee 4X4, black cherry. only
41K miles, loaded, cd &
much more $16,500 obo
502-2477067
or
502 362 4280

By Owner
106 WILLIAMS,3br, 2 bath,
custom built brick, many 2000+ sq ft, 3br, 2 bath, 5+
built-ins, immaculate inter- acres Open house May
ior, recent appraisal 2nd & 3rd. 436-2832 for
$102,100. Make reason- appointment.
able offer. Brokers invited. FOR Sale or Trade.
2 story
767-0895,
log home, 3800 sq ft, 13
acres fenced with pond,
30'X60' shop, 120'X50'
barn, 24'X36' barn, 18'X36'
barn, 24'X40' equipment
shed. Phone 753-7687.

-44

Lots For Sale

A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family'or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487

JUST west of Murray, 382
West Grove Dr in Lynnwood Heights Subdivision, 2br, 2 bath, deck, front
porch, cathedral ceiling,
oak cabinets $84,000
759-2571, 559-2031

E-mail: earolwood@man.com

NICE 3br. 1 bath brick vii/
large rooms in quiet rural
subdivision 753-1940 after
6prn

FOR SALE BY OWNER

OCCUPIED rental, 1604
Farmer Ave 3br, 2 bath
income $610/mo $59,900
502-753-7634

www.kantucky.hornas.com

OWNER ready to sell Neat
3br brick ranch style house,
approx 1850 sq tt on 'A
acre lot Many updates
Nice subdivision 4 miles
southeast of Murray Ask
mg $78,900 Call 753-1159
for appointment

Beautiful, Quiet 1107 Fairlane Dr.
3 bedroom,2 full tile baths, large rooms,2 car
garage, central WA, 2,100 sq. ft., large lot.
$89,000. Call 759-3395.

GATESBOROUGH COLONIAL
•

raBeautifully decorated,4,350 sq. ft. spacious,5 BR,
3'h baths, study w/custom cherry cabinets, large
closets. play/tv room, 16x33 family room w/FP,
living room, formal dining room, front & rear
staircase, eat-in kitchen w/breakfast bar, appliances. interior & ext. French doors, hardwood
floors, 2 car garage w/workshop & finished krft,
attic storage, large yard, brick patio, privacy fence,
quiet dead end street, new siding & roof'96. City or

REMODELING
incomplete- 3br, 1 bath.
includes satellite dish
fenced backyard, new well
pump and 200 Amp
breaker box New central
h/a (gas), some new win
dows Large corner lot
northwest of Murray Hardwood floors & fireplace
Has great potential' Great
buy' $50.521 Call to see
today! Call Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
50 2 - 7 53 1 49 2
MLS14000756

Tempo

1993 BUICK Century
white itdr. 65 XXX miles
excellent condition $6 100
489 2435
1993 HYUNDAI Excel
61.XXX miles $2 200 obo
436 2977
1993 MAZDA Miata con
verbble, red, 5sp, 1 owner
adult driven. 72.XXX miles
Make offer 759-4480

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or bankruptcy

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

Mayfield
Kentuay

Interest rates are low, building costs are down
& spring is here. Now is a good time to think about
building.
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake

homes, large or small.

Bruce Green

ARCHITECT designed
solar home on 18 acres
Near Irvin Cobb Resort
3br, 11
/
2 baths, Cypress
beam ceilings, custom
woodwork & ceramic tile
throughout Stone work by
local artist, walk-in pantry,
root cellar & greenhouse
Large shop with attached
equipment Shelter
436-2669

BEAUTIFUL CATTLE
FARM 143 acres of rolling
pasture land with an awe
some view, year around
creek, 2 or 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick home with fireplace, several out buildings
& barn. Located near KY &
Tenn line. Don't hesitate to
see this great buy. Moody
Realty Co., Inc., 410 Tyson
Ave, TN, 1-800-642-5093. BY Owner Pristine brick
ranch, 1604 Hermitage,
$147,000. 4br, 2 bath, central h/a, 2500 sq ft with
460
garage, 1.4 acre Call
Homes
502-753-7247
For Sale

1989 FORD
489 2989

1990 CEO Tracker 4X4
with removable hard top
$3.500 753-4445

3BR, 1 /
1
2 bath, large
kitchen, garage, vinyl
sided, $79,000 759-1719.
3BR, 1 bath brick in Hazel
on a 100X200 shaded lot
Central h/a, large storage
building 492-8185

1988 AMC Eagle as. p/b
ptw ac new tires brakes
& align Excellent mech
cond $1,400 489 2101 at
ter 5pm

‘Illuildlitr,g Con tractors, Inc.

502) 753-8343

mb Brothers
,,,4Tree
Service
502-4346-57444
1.-1300-540113-5.2417.2

Trig TrIAINUA/
Clacump Sir-ice
Fial Lim of

ICENSRD & INSURED Free Emmaus
21 Hr &motif
Hodge TPIJPIPI4Ag
True Sprayme
Tree & Strap
Removal

Eq•up.4•2

Quality &Tyler'

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company
We do any & all types of roofing
Family Owned & Operated
Paul Lamb
759-6081 • 436-2269
1 -800-821 -6907
Free Estimates • 24 hour Emergency Service

NEED A HUNG HAND???

UP

let

Nick's

HANDY HANDS
do the work'

wside or

No Job's Too Small
Call Nick at (502) 767-0728
Murray, Kentucky

References Available

Black's Decorating
Center

' Of Murray, Kentucky Inc.
Residential - Commercial
Free Estimates - Fully Insured
Cull (502) 753-0839 betweee

7:00 a.m. mod 5:00 p.m.
vrA
after 5:00 p.m.

Call (502) 7594649

SOUTHWEST Villa- 3br, 3
bath, living room with
cathedral ceilings, dining
room, kitchen with breakfast room, double car gar
age. lots of storage, fenced
backyard with 12X20 out
building Call 753-5761 for
appointment

CUSTOM IUTCHEM CABiMFTS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

470

county schools. Great buy at $219,000.

Call 753-11276, 7534990 for appt.
OPEN HOUSE
May 16th at 17th
May 16, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
May 17, 1 p.m.-3 p.m.

MotereyeloeV
1984 HONDA Goldwing
1200, excellent condition
Phone
with extras
753-2174

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
in SUNBURY
•\

MURRAY t flinhrrni Bunnv Arabi)
751 SW

•101..hs----4.'• _

_

Aro./

•

--
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HOROSCOPES

Services
Otlin•d

Services
°diced

3-0 DOZING, backhoe
septic. & gravel hauling
Driveways. foundations
502-437-4969

JAILER CANDIDATE:
22yrs experience as a corrections professional
Trained & educated to provide full-time community
protection & save taxpayers money Compare the
qualifications & hire PHIL
HAZLE to be your new
kind of gale( Paid for by
Phil Hazier
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
tree estimates 436-2269
LAWN mowing, reasonable
& satisfactory 759-4659.
LAWNS, trees, bushes,
flowerbeds... General outside yard and building
maintenance. D.B. Lawns,
Etc. (502)767-0768.
LOOKING for a change in
your lawn care with a
superior cut? Call Yard
Tack Grass Bagging available 437-4723.

'Deep' makes impact at box office

BY J11COUELINE BIGAR
1993 OLDS 88 ROYALE
Whim with blue interior.
p/w, p/d, second owner,
95xxx miles, excellent condition, garage kept,$7,500
474-8704 after 4pm
1995 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, white, 4dr. pwr windows & locks 51,XXX
miles $8,500 obo
753-8613

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal tree spraying, leaf raking. hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch
hauling & mulch spreading,
Queer cleaning Licensed &
insured. Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.
Vans
Al Tree professionals
1991 MAZDA MPV van, Stump removal, tree spray107,XXX miles, 30 Leer V6 ing, serving Murray, Calloengine, all power, Alloy way County since 1980
wheels, 7 passenger Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
$5.800 obo 492-8956
ADAM'S HOME IMP R OVEM EN TS.

III

1995 Chevrolet
Lumina Van

Remodeling/ Repairs

In-

side & Out No Job Too
Small 759 9906
AFFORDABLE all around

All the extras.
Excellent
condition.

hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867

Call 762-6666

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

1977 F-150,4wd,4 lift, 35
tires, $2,800 obo. 1984
Ford van. $1100 obo. 1996
350 Big Bear 4X4, $4600
753-7065 days, 436-2088
after Spm.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
P ROFESSIONAL D EPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

MIKE SMALL CONSTRUCTION Free estimates. Remodeling, fencing,decking,roofing & electrical. 489-2832.
MITCHELL Bros. Paving.
Oldest paving company in
Calloway Co. For estimate
call 753-1537, 492-6141.
m000rS Mower Repair.
Pick-up & delivery.
753-5668.
MOWING & trimming
weekly or bi-weekly. Call
759-5286 leave a message, will call you back.
Reasonable rates.
MULCH delivered. Murray,
436-5560
PAINTING interior- exterior Free estimates.
437-3879.

1985 FORD Ranger, V6, 2
wheel drive, manual 5sp, APPLIANCE REPAIR All
cruise, a/c, white, topper brands, Kenmore 30+
with wing doors $1,200. years experience BOBBY
474-8340 after 5pm.
HOPPER, 436-5848
PLUMBING repairs, fast
1991 F-250 EXTENDED BACKHOE Service ROY service. 436-5255.
cab pick-up. Must sell! HILL Septic system, drive- STOCKWELL METAL
489-2989.
ways, hauling, foundations, ROOFING- Isn't it about
time you got the roof you
1991 FORD Ranger XLT, etc 436-2113
$2700. 759-9600
BACKHOE Service- small want? Windows & metal
roofs, any style, any color.
1995 GMC extended cab jobs, driveways, box blade, Free estimates. 753-8585.
conversion truck, loaded rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Call 759-9780 after 4pm
Removal Insured with full
BASEMENTS
&
Homes
1996 NISSAN XE, stanline of equipment. Free esGeneral
Sub
contracting
&
dard cab truck, 1 owner,
timates. Day or night,
23,XXX miles, cruise, tilt, Insulated concrete forms 753-5484.
cloth interior, $10,900 (R32) StyroCrete builders
or THE Gutter Co. Seamless
502- 436- 2007
759-1797, after 4pm.
502-436-5264
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, in510
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free sured Estimate available.
Campers
estimates 753 1134, 759-4690
1979 PROWLER,27tt, very
good condition $2.900
753-0444 No Saturday
calls please.

492-8584

CARPET cleaned by Cent
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime

PROWLER, excellent condition 753-1537.
CARPORTS for cars and
520

trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113

Boats
& Motors
16FT tri-hull, 140hp I/O
40-50hrs, new upholstery
CLEANING SERVICE
trailer included. Phone for real estate, rentals, new
759-2174.
construction also painting
& repair 759 0484

1978 BOMBER w/75hp
Johnson motor, trailer, trolling motor, depth finder,
$1500 436-2751
1984 LOWE Jon boat, 25hp
motor, electric start, Moody
trailer, 2 mounted depth
finders, trolling motor, 2
new interstate batteries.
Super nice A Must See!
759-1062
1989 24FT pontoon boat,
100hp, good condition
Best reasonable offer
753-7629
1993 SEADOO Waverun
ner GTX, 3 seater with
trailer & cover $3.250
753-4445
1994 YAMAHA VXR 2 person Jet Ski, trailer, life jack e.$2750 492-8836 leave
message
1995 25FT Crest III pontoon boat Complete with
covers, sink & fresh water.
depth finder, docking lights,
90hp Mercury motor Boat
bought new, 1 owner, less
than 50 hours on boat Like
new 753-8181 between
8am-4 30pm, 354-6662 after Spm
1995 SUNCRUISER,teal &
salmon color, bimini top,
115hp Evinrude Apprx
30hrs, like new, $11,900
559-8510 or 753-8767
26' PONTOON, heavy duty
with aluminum deck & oversize pontoons 753-1894,
leave message
28FT pontoon Harris Flote
boat, 120hp, I/O engine 4
fishing chairs, excellent
condition 436-2289
CLASSIC 1975 Mark Twain
V-Sonic, 20' long 7' beam,
302 Ford V-8 188hp. Mer
cury outdrive tandem
trailer, good condition
$4,500 753-4889

1
411

COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages, decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753 5592

WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592
WANTED
Mobile homes to move. HM
& Sons has 16 years experience. Insurance for public.
502-437-3939.
WOOD VCR
Repairing VCR's, Microwaves Free estimates. Authorized dealer for 18-inch
Digital Satellite & Dish Network. COMPLETE SYSTEM $89 Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
753-0530

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing pole barns,
sheds carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753 7860

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work. septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser
vices 'Cleaning" vinyl sid
ing, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways.
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502 759 4734
Cellular 502-8531108

ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construc
lion rewiring mobile home
hookups, electrical maintenance and repair Call any.
time Murray 762 0001
cell* 519 1592
FREE water testi', Odor,
iron bad taste stains, etc'
Testing for well or municipal Ingram's Water & Air
Equip ask for Lila Arnett,
Home (502)345-2044, Offie 1 800 360 1569 .
GARDEN tilling. bushhogging, small jobs, driveways
graded wall box blade Gerald Carroll 492-615
GUTTERS
Quality seamless gutters
Gutter supplies and maintenance variety of colors,
affordable prices licensed
West Ky Seamless Gutters
753 0278
HANDYWORK, odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Yes, we paint houses Ph
753 2388 or 436-5759

GALAXY ski boat. seats 6
65hp Mercury $2,500 obo HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
C4Il 753-8413
Custom design Affordable
WANTED Used canoe or rates 753 7860
peddle boat 436 5229
YAMAHA Waverunners. LAMB Brothers Moving
matched pair, 2 person Contractors cross country
cap. Excellent condition, Of local Licensed & Incomplete with covers and sured Luke Lamb
trailer, $3950 753-1570
502 436 5950

1996 AVENGER
16FT ENCLOSED
CARGO TRAILER. Dual
axle, electric brakes, double doors on back, single
door on side, roof air vent,
stone guard on front, white,
excellent cond,$3000 firm.
Call 474-8704 leave
message

FREE cute, friendly kittens,
litter box trained.
437-4956, 762-2666.
VERY loving puppy to a
good home Call 759-2345
if you want to adopt her.

A

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
May 12, 1998:
Investing,earning more money and
learning more about key individuals
mark this busy year. Your forte is
dealing well with others, and you
also make strong financial decisions.
You have the strength, ingenuity
and wherewithal to be a success.
Your career becomes much more the
way you dreamed it should be. Don't
sit on the sidelines. Physical exercise is key to your well-being. If you
are single, romance comes through
your amazing network of friends. If
attached, work with your mate to
turn a tidy profit. SAGITTARIUS
gets to the bottom line.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Let your imagination soar.
Reach for others who are at a distance, and seek out new ideas.
Moneymaking opportunities come
from your inner resources. Get serious about a new work project.Think
through decisions. New viewpoints
twist open possibilities. Tonight:
Rent a movie.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*****Close relating bringsstrong
solutions. Others respond to your
beat. Be clear and direct about your
needs. This is not the time to be shy
or play it cool. State your case with
the assumption that someone will
listen. Give up your insecurities;
they only hurt you. Tonight: Trust
your judgment.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Intuition serves you when
something you have been keeping
inside comes out.Popularity mounts;
you present yourself in a positive
light. You are empowered. Endurance is high. You are capable of
pulling rabbits out of hats. Go for
what you want! Tonight: Get together with friends.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
**** Stay mellow with prickly
people.Aim for what you want.Good
newsfrom a distance arrives. Examine your expectations,and maintain
clarity. Read between the lines, especially with work-related matters.
Be patient with friends.Tonight:Off
to the gym.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Don't let someone's stubbornness get to you.Pushing hard at
work allows you to make headway.
Let others know that you won't be
toyed with.Your imagination knows
no limits. A serious discussion about
objectives is necessary. Tonight: Let
passion rule.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Settle personal matters before
you leap into action. Understand
limitations, and be willing to talk
with a partner who has been overly
stern. Your high energy helps you
break outdated patterns. Do the research you need to advance your
career. Tonight:Take a leap offaith.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Don't stand on ceremony
any longer. Take a risk, and move
forward. What you believed was
unacceptable could change after a
long discussion. At best, you now
have more insight into the current
situation. Revise your thinking.The
results will vary.Tonight: Hangout.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** There is heavy pressure to
come up with a solution. Rethink a
decision. You feel overwhelmed by
someone's ideas, attitude and tone.
Do not back down,especially when it
comes to your money.You encounter
someone equally as powerful as you.
Tonight: Do what you want.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec 21)
***** You feel empowered and
full of yourself. Listen to a loved
one's point of view. Impress upon
him the difference between optimism
and pessimism. Channel your high
energy into work. You clear your
desk and get a lot done, opening the
way for fun. Tonight: Happy times.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Take a back seat, and don't let
someone trigger your emotions. You
are challenged to come up with unusual solutions. High vitality makes
you a winner. A serious talk might
not iron out a difficult situation.
Remain positive, as you seek new,
essential information. Tonight: A
night off.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Honor a friendship first. A
family member pushes hard;let him
know he isn't playing with putty.
Remain firm. Recognize how you
might be hard on another. What are
your hopes here? Tonight: Kick up
your heels.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 201
*** Taking a stand could create
more tension than you originally
anticipated. Do things in a more
positive manner. Realize the problem with being a bull in a china
closet. Continue conversations, and
put your best foot forward. Review
work with a boss. Tonight: Head out
and about.

13), Peter I
LOS ANGELES (AP)- The
disaster movie "Deep Impact"
swamped the box office competition, crashing in at No. 1 in its
debut weekend and dethroning
the basketball saga "He Got
Game" during the NBA playoffs.
The comet-crash survival saga
starring Robert Duvall and Tea
Leoni collected $41.9 million for
Paramount, according to preliminary figures from Exhibitor
Relations Co. Inc.
Industry analyst David Davis
says "Deep Impact" lived up to
its title at the box office because
of an ad blitz that showed New
York City engulfed by a tidal
wave.
"It became a 'must-see,'
even," said Davis, vice president
of investment bankers Houlihan,
Lokey, Howard & Zukin. "It was
a compelling image right there."
"City of Angels," with Nicholas Cage and Meg Ryan, remained in second with $4.6
million.
Despite the hoop frenzy surrounding the playoffs, Spike
Lee's basketball movie "He Got
Game," which led weekend box
office charts last week, dropped
to third with $3.8 million.
"Titanic" finished fourth with
$3 million and "Les Miserables"
rounded off the top five at $2.8
million.
Here are estimated grosses for
the top movies at North Ameri-

6. "Paulie," $2.5 million.
6. (tie) "Woo," $2.5 million.
8. "The Big Hit," $2.4
million.
9. "Black Dog," $2.1 million.
10. "Sliding Doors," $1.4
million.

SUBSCRIBE

Moving?
Need Somewhere to
Store Your Stuff?

C-Storage
1 Ox15 units available

$') 00

Offer expires May 31st
619 S. 4th St. • 753-6831 or 753-3571
(Next to Cunningham Auto Repair)
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"Pizza! Get Your Fresh, Hot Pizza..."
We Deliver 7
Days A Week!
4 p.m. - Close

Delivered Right To Your Door!

Hea
Any Size Pizza Any Number of Toppings
•
$799
s
I CALL 753-6656

Good thro awes

bumSTEAI
A RAISE
TRY 'TO 1

Chestnut St.

PEPPERS SPRING SALE DAYS
1998 Chevrolet
Blazer LS 4x4

CATH
HI, SWEETIE
I HAD AN
IDEA FOR
THAT LUITL
PRO8LEM LIC
MENTIDNEC

Stock #98368

1998
Chevrolet
S10 LS

FOR B

Stock #98248

GARF

Due At Lease Signing
0

Down Payment

0 Security Deposit

$159.00 1st Mo. Payment
MEM

"Whatever It Takes We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Corn an ."
HEY, CHU(
YOU WAI

BORN TODAY
Composer Burt Ba.charach (1929),
comedian George Carlin (1937), actor Emilio Estevez(1962) '

SUBSCRIBE

can theaters for Friday through
Sunday. Final figures are released
today.
I. "Deep Impact," $41.9
million.
2. "City of Angels," $4.6
million.
3. "He Got Game," $3.8
million.
4. "Titanic," $3 million.
5. "Les Miserables," $2.8
million.

60 WITH

a=: 7
CHEVROLET

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
CZ)Oldsmobile.

'All prices and payments do not include tax. title & license Due to advertising deadlines. some vehicles may already be sold

•••
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DR. GOTT
cludes that Rogaine Extra-Strength is
not significantly superior to standard
Rogaine
To give you more information on
medicines in general. I am sending
yol; a-hpy of my Health Report
"Consumer Tips on Medicine.- Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed.
stamped envelope to 1'0 Box 2017.
Murray Hill Station. New York. NY
10156 Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT:I have a -floaterin my left eye that is driving.rne crazy
Is there any way to cure this condi
tion?

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

!.4
on.

1.4

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY. When I had my
medications refilled, I received a
printout that advised, "Store at
room temperature away from moisture and sunlight." When I questioned the pharmacist, she told me
that the moisture in a bathroom
may lessen the effectiveness of medications. She said this is true for

DEAR DR. GOTT Are there any
new remedies to promote hair-growth
in men?
DEAR READER: There are two
that have been recently approved by
the Food and Drug Administration.
Propecia is the same as Proscar, a
drug used to shrink swollen prostate
tissue. However, Propecia is available
in a weaker dose ii milligram, as
opposed to 5 milligrams for Proscari.
Also, Rogaine is now available in an
"extra strength" formulation.
Propecia is administered as a pill. It
results in a significant but hardly
DEAR READER. Floaters are
stunning regrowth of hair. Adverse
specks of calcium that are suspended
effects include loss of sexual interest
and impotence, according to the in the jellylike fluid within the eyeball.
Medical Letter, the bible of therapeu- As the floaters migrate willy-nilly in
this fluid, they often cross the line of
tics.
vision, leading to shadows on the retiHow Rogaine works is unknown.
na that are perceived as dark spots
Marketed as a cream or pills. the
This situation is harmless and most
medication promotes hair growth - ophthalmologists
advise no treatment.
but only as long as the drug is contin1 think that your best bet is to accept
ued. When it is stopped, nearly all the and
ignore your floater Therapy is
new-grown hair falls out. Thus, chron- more
trouble than it's worth.
ic use is mandatory. Adverse effects

PETER
r•

GOTT, M.D.

American Heart
Associationl.

"Thefamily
suggests that
memorial
contributions
be made to
the American
Heart Association."

Fightonigalearf Disease
arid Stroke

DEAR ABBY: As a passport
acceptance agent, I would like to
inform the public of a beneficial aid
for distressed parents who are concerned that the other parent might
steal their child out of the country.
A parent may file a Denial of
Passport by notifying the Office of
Passport and Advisory Services, 111
19th St. NW, Suite 260, Washington, D.C. 20524-1705. The written

AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
& TRIBL
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BLONDIE
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CATHY
HI, SWEETIE,
I MO AN
IDEA FOR
THAT LITTLE
PROBLEM 400
mENTIONEb...

l'in
RICHT IN
THE MIDDLE
Of sornETHING,
MOM...

ALSO, I FOuND A WA4
To SAVE THAT SKIRT...

ol

(Wlitt OID I HAVE TO
BRING ALL THIS UP 4E511
TERDAY, mom?? I CArkrT
TALK ABOUT IT NOW!!
-LATER! WEIL FIX MY

Urn ,

ALSO, A GREAT NEW
1'UNI/114 TONER..

THE SEEDS KT PLANTED
ON MOTHER'S DA4 FOR
THE GARDEN THAT WILL
SPROUT ALL SUMMER.

WHOLE LIFE LATER !!

MOTHER ..
01111111t
ALSO, THE NAME Of ...
-

f

Other physicians have written
to echo your sentiments on this
subject. However, whatever the
cause of CFIDS, it is a real disease to those who suffer from it,
and whatever method is used to
treat CFIDS, if it works, then I
am for it.

Cathy Carmode, Corey Lambert,
Alan Campbell, Amanda Sims,
Raybo Dunn, Joanna Gibbs, Kevin Doyle, DeAnn McCuiston,
Beth Rabadi, John Imes, Tracy
Banks, Fred Jones, Matt Yuill,
Jerry Chadwick, Karissa Catlett,
Dal Barrett, Marla Arnett, John
Eells, and Reshanna Darnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Dee Lamb will
be married 50 years May 14.
Twenty years ago

Murray-Calloway County Need
Line was named as the recipient
of the outstanding altruistic
award of Kentucky Alpha Delta
Kappa. A check of $1,000 was
presented by Joanna Sykes, president of the local RHO Chapter of
ADK, and Betty Riley, local
member and corresponding secretary of Kentucky ADK, to Dr.
David Roos, president, and Euple
Ward, executive director, of Need
Line.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Rob L. Dick, April
27; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Ray Holland, May 7.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Charles Edward Howard of

Mayfield has been named a member of the Board of Regents of
Murray State University.
Ann Kay Sanders and Sammy
Housden, both of Murray, were
selected as "Best Groomed" in
the annual spring contest conducted by Association of Childhood Education at Murray State
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4 Adult insect
9 Old car
make
12 Type of
Cross
13 Labor group
14 Heavy
weight

psTrEri-

15 "--the

TION

Family"

17 Afhcan feline
19 Ship deck
21 Sibling of sis

FicosE
,45kt.

22 Guaranteed

25 European
herring

•

r

GARFIElA)
Ju5T HOW MANY SCOOPS
DIP YOU USE?!

29 "Old
Dominion"
(abbr.)
30 Flower pall
32 ArchitectSaarinen
33 TV network
35 Frolic
37 Adult males
38 Ark builder
40 Longing
1
12
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-f----
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NIA
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PEANUTS

HEY. CHUCK
YOU WANN A
60-WITH ME?
‘Zr

WHO
YOU D BETTER SE
I'VE BEEN INVITED TO
WAS SOMETHING SOMEPLACE
THERE! AND DON'T
THAT? (*FORE WAAT5-AER-NAME
FORE:PET, I ASKED
YOU BEFORE WHAT'SINVITES ME SOMETIME..
HER-NAME DID:
!,
-7(
C',
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DOWN

6 Be sick
7 Fluent
8 Aromas
9 Hwy
10 Goddess of
dawn
11 Switch
positions

1 Airline info
2 Liquid rheas
3 Swallows
rapidly
4 Snubs

I.

9

ill11
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•
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ABLAZE
AM
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EVEN
T END
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D
D I
ROBE
R CA
WEEB
ROTE
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NC RARA
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DEF
TEMPEST
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OTT
HE
IRSHEA
ALMOST
CENTER
•ASPIE
E LEA E I
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

5 Greek letter

SCHLORP

SCOOPS?

42 Dogpatch
name
44 Dashes
45 Former
footballer Dawson
47 Hindu
garment
48 Lemon
drops and
M&M's, e.g.
52 Italian opera
55 Utilize
56 Ruth's
companion
58 -Tech
59 "-, drink
and be
merry"
60 Impassive
61 Pansian
season

ill

a
dd dig
a
di di
idi a
ii
iii II
ill
Mill did
dl ill
dl illu.
ill
•III OM
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University.
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat the Murray High
School Tigers for the championship of the Fourth District Baseball Tournament. Pitchers were
Stan Key for Calloway and Mike
Smith for Murray.
Forty years ago
J. Mau Sparkman, dean at
Murray State College, attended
the meeting of the Southern Regional Council on Quality Education held at Atlanta, Ga.
Shannon Beasley, Murray State
College sophomore, was crowned
queen of Tennessee Valley for
1958 at the annual Fish Fry at
Paris, Tenn.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Potts, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Jobe, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Darnell.
Fifty years ago
Joe Wood Cable is valedictorian and Hilda Grey Todd is salutatorian of Murray High School

senior class of 1948. Other top
honor students are Don
McDougal, Phil Crawford, Ronald Churchill Jr., Jerry
hams, and Wanda James,
Rebecca Roberts and Alice
Nanney are valedictorians, and
Willa Dean Short is salutatorian
of the 1948 senior class of Almo
High School.
Mrs. J.G. Weihing directed a
program about "The West Indies"
at a meeting of the Woman's Association of College Presbyterian
Church.

TODAY IN HISTORY

after taking the first spade, he
cashed the A-K of hearts, discarding a spade from dummy,then led
a diamond to the ace.
Next came the diamond queen,
covered by the king and ruffed by
declarer. A heart ruffbroughtforth
the queen, establishing the ten,
and Hamman was now at the crossroads.
One possibility was to trump a
low diamond to establish the suit,
SOUTH
then try a club finesse, planning to
discard two spades on the J-5 of
•A 4 3
diamonds after trumps were
•A K 103
drawn.But Hamman had good rea•9
son to suspect the club finesse
Q J 973
The bidding:
would fail. West had thusfar shown
North East South
up with the Q-J-x of hearts and
West
apparently had a good spade suit.
2+
Pass
1•
Pass
3V
3+
If he also had the king of clubs, he
Pass
Pass
probably would have opened the
4+
Pass
Pass
4+
bidding.
5V
Dble
Pass 6+
So, after ruffing the heart,
Opening lead — king of spades.
This deal was played by many- Hamman next cashed the ace of
times national and world cham- clubs, then played the jack of diapion Bob Hamman in the 1986 monds, _discarding a spade, and
Grand National Teams champion- ruffed a diamond.The ten ofhearts
ship, won by his Texas team. He was then led, West ruffing and
and his partner, Bobby Wolff, dummy overruffing. When
reached six clubs, against which dummy's good diamond was now
West made the most effective lead, led, East ruffed with the king as
Hamman discarded his last spade,
the king of spades.
Hamman took the ace and could and the slam was home.
Atthe other table,North-South
have banked everything on a club
finesse. This would have resulted bid and made exactly five clubs,so
in losing the slam as the cards lie. Hamman's team gained 13 IMPs
But Hamman didn't become one on the deal. Every one of those
of the world's greatest players by points proved vital, because the
relying on a finesse when a reason- Texans won the match by just 1
able alternative was available. So IMP.
Tomorrow: Who does what to whom?

0

el \

SIM

DEAR DR. SCHOENFELD:

request must be accompanied with
required information, including the
**
appropriate court order document.
Further information may be obtained by calling (202) 736-7000. If
there is a possibility that the child
has dual nationality, that country's
embassy or consulate should be contacted to inquire about denial of West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
that country's passport.
NORTH
GERI BROOKS,
•10 96
THURSTON COUNTY CLERK,
7
OLYMPIA, WASH.
•A Q J 5 3
+A 1085
DEAR GERI: Thank you for
WEST
EAST
volunteering this helpful, possi+87
bly vital information. It's heart- •K Q J 5 2
p98542
breaking that anyone should •Q J 6
need it, but I hope it will bring •7 6 4
• K 10 8 2
readers with custody issues +42
4K6

DAILY COMICS

Is'

immune systems. All the reliable
evidence indicates that they suffer
from depression.
However, many people still do
not accept the idea that the body
may be affected by the mind, and
the mind by the body. Depression
untreated surely causes as much
suffering as any other disease. Fortunately, we now have medications
that more effectively treat symptoms of depression - one of which
is fatigue. Even those few physicians who do believe in the existence of CFIDS treat such patients
with anti-depression medications.
EUGENE SCHOENFELD, M.D.,
PSYCHIATRIST, AUTHOR
AND COLUMNIST,
SAUSALITO,CALIF.

senior class superlatives are Jennifer Geunn, Chad Stubblefield,

CONTRACT BRIDGE

1-800-AHA-USA 1

SuM.STEAD,911DP ASKING ;OR
A ;ZASE ALL THE TIME!
TRY TO 15E MORE- -

DEAR ABBY: I would like to correct a statement made by a reader
in one of your recent columns. The
writer was Thomas E. Smith, Ph.D.
It is not "many" medical professionals who deny that chronic fatigue and immune dysfunction syndrome(CFIDS( is a real disease, but
most of us who hold this view and for good reason. There is no evidence whatsoever for the misguided
belief that these unfortunate patients have a problem with their

DEAR QUESTIONING: Most
pharmacists agree that the
bathroom "medicine" cabinet is
not the best place to store medications, because the varying
temperature and steam can
adversely affect them. Since
most prescription drugs are
taken around mealtime, a wiser
choice would be to keep your
medications in the kitchen —
away from direct sunlight, heat
and children — and reserve the
medicine cabinet for toiletries.

DR. GOTT

Ten years ago

Calloway County High School

always kept my medications in the
medicine cabinet in my. bathroom.
Isn't that what the cabinet is for?
QUESTIONING OLD HABITS,
MONROE,N.C.

17
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LOOKING BACK

some peace of mind.

both prescription and nonprescription drugs.
This was news to me! I have

t999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

include rapid pulse. dizziness and skin
reactions.
The Medical Letter concludes that
these products can produce a modest
increase in scalp hair in men, but both
must be continued indefinitely and the
long-term safety remains to be determined. The cost is substantial
(Propecia: wholesale $47 per 30
tablets: Rogaine Extra-Strength:
wholesale $29 for one month's supply).
Neither drug should be taken by
women. The Medical Letter also con-

MONDAY, MAY ii

16 Adjective
ending
18 Opposite of
yep
20 Lively
22 Donald
Trump's ex
23 Person of
prominence
24 Challenges
26 Recall
27 Don't axist
28 Ice carrier
31 Jumps
34 Container
36 Wandenng
39 Grasped with
the hand
41 Actor Robert
De43 Checks
46 Tidy
48 Prompt
49 Fit -fiddle
50 Fabric
barricade

51 Canal system
In noithern
Michigan
53 Household
Pot
54 October brew
57 Mile (abbr )

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, May 11, the
131st day of 1998. There are 234

days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 11, 1996, an Atlantabound ValuJet DC-9 caught fire
shortly after takeoff from Miami
and crashed into the Florida
Everglades, killing all 110 people
on board.
On this date:
In 1647, Peter Stuyvesant arrived in New Amsterdam to become governor.
In 1858, Minnesota became the
32nd state of the Union.
In 1910, Glacier National Park
in Montana was established.
Ten years ago: Master spy Harold "Kim" Philby, the notorious
"Third Man" of a British espionage ring, died in the Soviet Union
at age 76. Fans of Irving Berlin
paid tribute on his 100th birthday
with celebrations that included a
gala at New York's Carnegie
Hall.
Five years ago: The Senate approved the so-called "motor
voter" bill, designed to make
voter registration easier. The Senate Armed Services Committee
heard emotional testimony from
Marine Col, Fred Peck, who affirmed his love for his homosexual son, Scott, while reiterating his opposition to lifting the
ban on openly gay servicemen.
One year ago: The "Deep
Blue" IBM computer demolished
an overwhelmed Garry Kasparov
and won the six-game chess
match between man and machine
in New York.

Subscribe to
the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo........$18-00
6 mo.
836.00
1 yr..
$72.00
Mail Subscription
RATES
3 mo.
$49.50
mo.
$59.50
1 yr..
$85.00
Chock
Vim

Money Order
M/C

Name

Street Address

City
State_

_ Zip

Daytime Phone

Mall this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KT 42071
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Health group says life expectancy contining to rise
GENEVA (AP) — Iceland,
Italy, Japan and Sweden will lead
the world in life expectancy in
2025, with babies born that year
likely to live to 82, the World
Health Organization predicted
today.
Americans born in 2025 can
expect to live to 80, three years
longer than their current prospects, WHO said.
Sierra Leone will fare the
worst, with babies born in that
West African country likely to
live only an average of 51 years.
The life expectancy of babies
born now is 38 years, the U.N.
agency said in its annual World
Health Report.
Not only are people living Ion-

ger, but in some countries older
people are staying healthier.
"It suggests that we are slowly
learning one of life's most important lessons: not just how to live
longer, but also how to stay longer in good health with less disability," said outgoing DirectorGeneral Hirosk Nakajima.
Afflictions like-cancer, cardiovascular ailments and diabetes remain major concerns, but the report shows that deaths from heart
disease have been dramatically
reduced in many countries where
people exercise more and eat better diets.
Former Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland,
who is to be confirmed this week

as Nakajima's successor, told reporters she was declaring war on
smoking as one of the ways to attack cancer and heart disease.
"Tobacco has to be addressed
and fought now," she said.
At the same time the United
States and other developed countries face a growing problem:
overweight children, who eat too
much fat and sugar. Many, especially girls, exercise too little, the
241-page study said.
The wide-ranging study, which
kicks off the yearly meeting of
WHO's 191 member countries,
gives an overview of progress
made during the agency's 50
years of existence.
"There have been spectacular

fectious disease will continue to
pose threats into the next century,
as will resurging tuberculosis, the
report said.
The agency said it has been
difficult to predict the impact of
the new variant of the brain-

advances in the development of
vaccines and medicines," with
complete or near knockouts of
such infectious diseases as smallpox, polio and leprosy, said
Nakajima.
But "overall, remarkable improvements in health" have resulted from something less glamorous: more people have access
to clean .11(alia sanitation facilities and national health services.
At the bottom of the chart,
progress in Sierra Leone and
other African countries depends
partly on provision of safe water
and sanitation and improvement
of health care for mothers and
children.
AIDS and other emerging in-

wasting Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease, attributed to eating meat
from cattle afflicted with socalled "mad cow" disease.
But a large epidemic is possible in coming decades, and treatment must be found, WHO said.

Get This New 1997 Kawasald
250 For Nearly Half Price!

Yes, these beautiful machines normally sold for $4,495.00
but due to a special purchase you can buy one for only
$2,895.00. Plus get a FREE set of Motorola radios valued at
$319.00.
Call 7534078 to reserve yours or
to get a low rate financing only at...

Town 8 Country Yamaha/Kawasaki
$elo neeniedons. No lrodo.lne. Um* $ par carattowar & no dodders demo.
(FInoreolne For Approved CrodN Only)

POOLS

NAMERUMP
JUNE 1 - AUG /

POOLS POOLS

YOUTH 'SPORTS
SvJIMMING
,ARTs AND GRAFTS

Why Pay More For Less?
Make The Right Choice!

Fit:LDTRIPS
STORY TIME-

With A One-Piece Fiberglass Pool

TE,M V2UILDINCA

STEELENALLBRITTEN
INC
209 South 3rd St. • Murray

Location:
East
elementar

753-5341

CALL
15/AF-NE

753-4295

INSTALLATION & SERVICE!

Deadline for Financial Assistance is May 15th

PINE

Cii. RESORT
1,3rtir!

PICK

ovt.,

Fun iiSale

-N-S POOLS

Great Selections of

• Above and In-Ground •
• Service • Supplies
• Chemicals
,

GRADUATION
GIFT IDEAS
P111111 1111110111S
UNIVERSITY PLAZA • CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY

AT 139"
ITS A
STIHL!
The Stihl FS36 trimmer, rated #1
by a leading consumer magazine,
has all the power and durability
you expect from a
Stihl built power tool.

Rt. 1,
Box 460
Murray

Now Taking Reservations For
Weddings, Company Parties,
Class/Family Reunions, Private Parties.

IRVIN COBB MARINA
NVAV;ViISvvkkA--15N

aclio,; Kids A Lot...

•

I Or

STINE.

1413 Olive Blvd.

111%t

$40 1 hr.
atb .35 V2 day

EL_

$225 1 day 1313111
11111.11111111111111111F
Ride
Bring this coupon in to receive
The Waves 10% off Tigershark rental

Summer Special
• 1.8ci • 30cc
• Lifetime Electronic
For Easy Starts
• large Easy-Access Air FiNer
• 2 Year Consumer Warranty-

Tigershark

•

•Respect For, Adults
•Pride In Everything You Do
•Inner Strength To Say "NO" When
Confronted With Unhealthy Peer
Pressure

753-2571
753-4110

753-9925

(502) 435-4237

ARTS

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St
Murray

POOL!

$99

Pontoon Rentals $145 per day
ci OA'

7534111 - Unleash Your Potential.'

Slips available for boats 14-60 feet; Overnight, Week, Month, Season, Year
*Deli -8andiviches
•Saacke

-

*Live Bait

*Fishing Tackle

Visit our web page at: www.wp.iroincobb.cont
7

(502)438-2525
•

SA

(
-

*Fuel

'Licenses

•5/

Hwy.% E ts Discus Market7
not st 732, Iambs sips '
Is Irvin Cook

Oreerr
GINN Knitter
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